



For Year Ending December 31, 1992
Cover Photo
Christmas break at the Four Corners Pond. A favorite place for
young and old to skate, the pond has seen a lot of use the last few
years. An afternoon hockey game is a great way to spend a cold
winter day. The pond is shoveled after every snow storm and is the
site of evening skating parties and bonfires.
(Picture courtesy of Cecily Castor)
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4.
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The polls will open from 2:00 to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Richmond, in the County of
Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in
said Richmond on Tuesday the 9th day of March, next at 2:00 of the
clock in the afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
At 7:00 P.M. the following:
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Executive Salaries and Expenses, or take any action thereon.
3
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Election, Registration, & Vital Statistics, or take any action
thereon.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Financial Administration, or take any action thereon.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Damages and Legal Expenses, or take any action thereon.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Employee Benefits, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Local and Regional Planning and Zoning, or take any action
thereon.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for General Government Buildings, or take any action thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Cemeteries, or take any action thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Insurance, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Other General Government (town report), or take any action
thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Police Department, or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Ambulance Service, or take any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Rescue Squad, or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Emergency Management (Civil Defense), or take any action
thereon.
1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or take any
action thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Fire Department Equipment Fund, or take any action
thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Highways and Streets, or take any action thereon.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Bridges, or take any action thereon.
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Street Lighting, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Solid Waste Disposal, or take any action thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Home Health Care and Community Service, or take any
action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service, or take any
action thereon.
25. To see if the Town will vote to riase and appropriate a sum of money
for Direct Assistance (Town Poor), or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Intergovernmental Welfare (Old Age Assistance), or take any
action thereon.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Camp Holiday, or take any action thereon.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Beach Committee, or take any action thereon.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Recreation Committee, or take any action thereon.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Community Park Commission, or take any action thereon.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for the Library, or take any action thereon.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes, or take any action thereon.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
sixty-five thousand seven hundred fifty dollars ($65,700.00) to build
the "Safety Services Addition" to the fire house and authorize the
withdrawal of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose under RSA 35:1. The balance
of thirty-five thousand seven hundred fifty dollars ($35,750.00) is to
come from general taxation. (Majority vote required)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eight
thousand five hundred dollars ($8,500.00) for the purchase of
defibrillator machine or take any action thereon, (by request)
35. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sign
contracts necessary for the operation of Town Affairs.
36. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for
the use of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
37. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept, on behalf
of the Town, gifts of money or property.
38. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded
property.
39. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen
and to take any action thereon.
40. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
BUDGET
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION 1992 1992 1993
General Government Approp. Expended Approp.
Executive $19,000.00 $16,374.00 $19,000.00
Election, Registration Exp. &
Vital Statistics 12,500.00 11,934.00 12,000.00
Financial Administration 10,000.00 6,504.00 10,000.00
Legal Expense 5,000.00 5,951.00 8,000.00
Personnel Administration 7,000.00 6,266.00 8,000.00
Planning and Zoning 3,500.00 1,250.00 3,500.00
General Government Building 13,000.00 8,431.00 10,000.00
Cemeteries 1,120.00 1,120.00 1,770.00
Insurance 23,000.00 21,589.00 23,000.00
Other General Government 3,000.00 2,458.00 3,000.00
Public Safety
Police 25,800.00 20,313.00 21,300.00
Ambulance 6,370.00 6,370.00 6,372.00
Fire 12,500.00 13,048.00 9,500.00
Rescue Squad 3,500.00 3,543.00 3,500.00
Emergency Management 5,000.00 7,254.00 4,000.00
Other Public Safety 450.00 450.00 450.00
Highways and Streets
Highways and Streets 85,082.00 85,057.00 92,273.00
Bridges 19,500.00
x
Street Lighting 950.00 945.00 1 ,000.00
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal 20,228.00 20,228.00 18,702.00
Health
Health Agencies & Hospitals 3,877.00 1,754.00 3,888.00
Welfare
Direct Assistance 4,000.00 1,738.00 3,000.00
Intergovernmental Welfare Payments 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00
Camp Holiday 500.00 500.00 500.00
Culture & Recreation
Parks and Recreation . 3,050.00 2,579.00 3,200.00
Library 12,875.00 12,875.00 12,875.00
Debt Service
Interest on TAN 7,000.00 3,475.00 5,000.00
Capital Outlay
Defibrillator 8,500.00
Safety Service Addition 35,750.00
Operating Transfers
Safety Building Fund 10,000.00 10,000.00




Taxes Estimated Actual Estimated
Land Use Change Taxes $2,000.00 $1,131.00 $2,000.00
Yield Taxes 20,000.00 11,836.00 15,000.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Int. and Pen. on Delinquent Taxes 20,000.00 23,576.00 23,000.00
Inventory Penalties 500.00 704.00 700.00
Licenses, Permits and Fees
Business Licenses and Permits 4,000.00 0.00 0.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 55,000.00 51,935.00 52,000.00
Dog License 1,700.00 4,509.00 4,500.00
From State
Shared Revenue 20,000.00 20,587.00 20,000.00
Highway Block Grant 27,000.00 28,081.00 33,273.00
Emergency Management 5,000.00 6,323.00 2,000.00
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 100.00 80.00 100.00
Stickers for Dump 100.00 2,190.00 2,200.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Town Hall Rental 8,000.00 4,767.00 4,000.00
Insurance Reimbursements 2,000.00 3,839.00 1,000.00
Interfund Operating Transfers from
Trust and Agency Funds 400.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $167,300.00 $161,058.00 $161,273.00
TOWN MEETING RESULTS - 1992
The meeting opened at 7:15 PM. Reverend Pierson led the Invocation
beginning with a moment of silent prayer for those deceased during the
year. The flag salute was led by Richmond Brownie Troop 593.
1
.
OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, Michael Pearsall
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, C. Richard Webber
Moderator for two (2) years, Theodore Aldrich
Trustee of Trust Funds for one (1) year, William Hatch
Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years,
Robert Van Brocklin
Planning Board for three (3) years, Grover LaBelle
Planning Board for three (3) years, Norma Thibodeau
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Sheila Bloom
Treasurer for three (3) years, Ruth Flanders
2. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $19,000.00 for Executive
Salaries and Expenses. Passed.
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $12,500.00 for Election,
Registration and Vital Statistics. Passed.
4. The Town voted to raise $6,000.00 and appropriate $10,000.00 for
Financial Administration. Passed.
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 for Damages and
Legal Expenses. Passed.
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $7,000.00 for Employee
Benefits. Passed.
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,500.00 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning. Passed.
8. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $13,000.00 for General
Government Buildings. Passed.
9. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,1 20.00 for Cemeteries.
Passed.
10. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $23,000.00 for Insurance
Passed.
10.
11. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,000.00 for Other
Government (town report). Passed.
1 2. The Town was asked to make elective the office of Chief of Police, to
be elected annually by means of the official ballot, as authorized by
RSA 41:2 and 669:17. (By Petition) Failed. (Voted on by written
ballot) (By Petition) YES 31 NO 1 1
1
13. The Town was asked, if the office of Chief of Police should be
elective, to fill the office from the floor by unofficial ballot, as
authorized by RSA 669:17. Tabled.
14. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $25,800.00 for the Police
Department. Amendment was made for $ 1 8,000.00. Question called.
Passed. Amendment Failed. YES 49 NO 68 Amendment made
for $25,000.00. Amendment Withdrawn. Question called. Passed.
Original Article Passed.
15. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $6,370.00 for Ambulance
Service. Passed.
16. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $12,500.00 for the Fire
Department. Passed.
17. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,500.00 for the Rescue
Squad. Passed.
Motion made for non-reconsideration of Article 12. Motion not
recognized by moderator. Moderator explained that to expedite
town business and to be fair to voters who might choose to leave after
a particular article has been ruled on, he will not recognize either
non-reconsideration or reconsideration motions, except in the case
when reconsideration is moved immediately after an article has been
voted on but before the next article is moved.
18. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 for Emergency
Management (Civil Defense). Passed.
19. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $200.00 for the Meado-
wood County Area Fire Department. Passed.
20. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $250.00 for the Fire
Department Equipment Fund. Passed.
2 1
.
The Town voted to raise $58,082.00 and appropriate $85,082.00 for
Highways and Streets. Passed.
11.
22. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $950.00 for Street Lighting.
Passed.
23. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $20,228.00 for the Solid
Waste Disposal. Passed.
24. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $3,000.00 for the Home
Health Care and Community Service. Passed.
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $877.00 for the Monad-
nock Family and Mental Health Service. Passed.
26. The Town voted to create the office of Deputy Treasurer, and to
authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to
appoint a deputy treasurer. Said deputy shall be sworn, have the
powers of the treasurer, and be removed at the pleasure of the
treasurer. Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $4,000.00 for Direct
Assistance (Town Poor). Passed.
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $1,000.00 for Inter-
governmental Welfare (Old Age Assistance). Passed.
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $500.00 for Camp Holiday.
Passed.




The Town voted to raise and appropriate $ 1 ,500.00 for the Recrea-
tion Committee. Passed.
32. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate $150.00 for the
Community Park Commission. Amendment made to add $500.00
contingent on matching funds to a maximunm of $650.00. Amend-
ment withdrawn. Amendment made for $700.00. Amendment
Passed. Article passed as amended.
33. , The Town voted to raise and appropriate $12,875 for the Library.
Passed.
34. The Town voted raise and appropriate $7,000.00 for Interest on Tax
Anticipation Notes. Passed.
12.
35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate $10,000.00 to add to the
Capital Reserve Fund (established 1990 Article 42 under RSA 35:1)
"Safety Services Addition." Passed.
36. Articles 36-4 1 were considered together and Passed. The Town voted
to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of Town affairs.
37. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the
use of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
38. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to accept, on behalf of
the Town, any gifts of money or property.
39. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded
property.
40. The Town voted to hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc.
heretofore chosen.
The Town voted to take any action that might legally come before it.
Passed. Norma Thibodeau received a standing ovation for all the
work she has done as selectman. All those who give their time and
effort on behalf of the Town were thanked. Motion to adjourn.
Passed.
Meeting adjourned at 9:35 P.M.
Polls closed at 9:37 P.M.
13.
STATEMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Executive $19,000




Planning and Zoning 3,500










Highways and Streets 85,082
Street Lighting 950
Solid Waste Disposal 20,228




Parks and Recreation 3,050
Library 12,875
Interest on TAN 7,000




Land Use Change Tax 2,000
Yield Taxes 20,000
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 20,000
Inventory Penalties 500
Business Licenses and Permits 4,000
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 55,000
Dog Licenses 1,700
Shared Revenue 20,000
Highway Block Grant 27,000
Emergency Management 5,000
Income from Departments 100
Rent of Town Property 100
Interest on Investments 8,000
Cheshire County YMCA & Joe Davis 3,500
Trust and Agency Funds 400
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 167,300
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $299,302
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1 17,893
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 181,408
NET SCHOOL TAX ASSESSMENT 732,106
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT . 78,153
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND
COUNTY 991,668
LESS WAR SERVICE CREDITS 3,650
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Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1992
Taxes
Property Taxes





Land Use Change Tax
Intergovernmental Revenues
NH Business Profit Tax Reim.
Highway Block Grant
State Grant/ Reimbursement
Licenses, Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permits
Licenses, Permits, & Fees
Charges for Services
Police Reports


































Unexpended Balance of Approp. $31,087.09








Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 & December 31, 1992
Assets
Cash on Hand





Uncoil. Land Use Change Taxi.40
TOTAL ASSETS
Liabilities





















































Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
$882,982.86 $121,200.18
Yield Taxes 10,947.72 889.00
Interest 2,153.86 7,311.87
Abatements:
Property Taxes 9,421.73 670.09
Yield Taxes 692.00
Deeded to Munic. 156.75
Uncollected Revenues End of Year:
Property Taxes 111,625.63
Yield Taxes 405.92
TOTAL CREDITS $1,019,091.15 $131,222.39
ON LEVIES OF
1991 1990 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
at Beginning
of Fiscal Year $41,310.61 $14,107.70
Liens Sold or Executed
During Fiscal Year: $74,887.49
Interest Collected After
Sale/ Lien Execution 2,382.57 3,843.87 4,779.87























UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIENS
December 31, 1992
Taxpayer Levy 1991 Levy 1990
Charles Bean $1,255.21 $1,370.60
James & Carol Clark 730.00
Joan Wilson Dimeglio 565.37
Freeport Development 1,515.50 1,692.35
John & Audrey Hillock 1,351.93
Orrin & Diane Holman 1,997.98
Delmar & Linda Hopkins 2,225.22
Francis & Jane Jillson 1,171.14 1,287.41
Randie & Philip Kent 1,533.39
Brian Mahoney 1,859.84
Richard & Shirley May 829.60
Christine Moore 2,783.79 3,080.30
Eric & Yvette Olsen 2,602.61 2,885.05
Michael & Susan Pearsall 2,031.02 1,622.17
Thomas Rollefson 1,149.06 1,268.29
Raymond Sexton 2,915.92 3,228.79
Robert & Larry Simmington *36.40 *37.53
William Sullivan 2,182.83 2,459.63
Carl & Francine Swanson 2,007.98 985.18
Darold Tanner 1,027.99 1,121.34
Alexander & Delores Twerdy 911.77
Prior
21.
Whipple Hill Corp. of Pinecrest 950.91 1,035.46
Whitehill Development Corp. 2,687.68
Richard Whitney 1,691.12 2,144.47
TOTAL $38,014.26 $24,218.57
* Tax Liens with this symbol were redeemed in 1993
SUMMARY OF YIELD TAXES
Yield Taxes for Levy 1991
Name of Taxpayer Operation # Tax
Tree Growers Inc. 1010 $615.00
Alexander & Delores Twerdy 3936 274.00
Total $889.00
Yield Taxes for Levy 1992
Name of Taxpayer Operation # Tax
Lawrence 7 Lucy Ballou 1464 $2,714.00
Roger & Phyllis Brooks 2467 2,035.42
Rudolph & Ruth Flanders 1 24
1
1 ,596.00
Charles Heimann II 151 2,815.38
John Quint 635 407.17
Marcia Swanson 3146 340.24
Tree Growers Inc. 1090 1,039.51
Total $10,947.72
I hereby certify that the preceding summaries of Tax Accounts, Tax
Lien Accounts, Unredeemed Tax Liens, and Yield Tax Operations are













Boat Permit and Fee 69.72
Dump Stickers 2,190.00
Subdivision & Zoning Regulations 49.00
Liens 155.00
Vital Search Fees 190.00
Copy Machine Money 31.60
Municipal Agent Fees 260.00
56,854.32
Tax Collector:
Property Tax - 1991 121,200.18
Int. Property Tax- 1991 7,235.87
Yield Tax 11,836.72
Yield Tax Interest 92.96
Redemptions 66,301.42
Interest of Sale 11,007.59
Tax Lien Penalty 1,414.50
Late Inventory Penalty 724.68
Current Use Penalty 1,131.25
Current Use Interest 63.57
Tax Sale Cost 1,668.00
Property Tax 1992 882,982.86
Property Tax Interest 1992 2,073.33
1,107,732.93
State of New Hampshire:
Highway Block Grant 28,081.65
Rooms and Meals Tax 20,587.40




Revenue From Other Sources:
Librarian's P/ R Qtr. 4,282.47
Selectmen's Office Revenue:





Current Use Applications 90.00
Leonard Davis Insurance Payment 2,089.56
Planning Board Fees (subdivision Fees
Applications, Zoning Reg. etc.) 425.24
Police Report 80.00
Planning Board Line Adjustment 50.00
Board of Adjustments 28.18
Reimbursements 933.01
Postage 1.54
New England Telephone Commissions 10.65
Road Sign 17.80
Highway Culvert 84.00
YMCA Lieu of Taxes 1,500.00
Resource Plus Interest FNHB 3,371.49
Now Interest CCSB 1,395.46
Short Term Loan (Tax Anticipation) 250,000.00


















Total Valuation Before Exemption $53,093,779.00
Non-Taxable Land & Building $4,403,670
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUATION $48,690,109.00
Total Exemptions 292,4 1 6.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is computed $48,397,693.00
TOWN CLERKS REPORT
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my report from January 1, 1992 through December
31, 1992.
Boat Fees & Permits (5) $69.72
Copy Machine 31.60
Dog Licenses (219) 1,147.00
Dog Penalties 439.00
Filing Fees (5) 8.00
Landfill Fees (209 & 1 commercial) 2,190.00
Marriage Licenses (17) 640.00
Motor Vehicles Issued (1036) 51,675.00
1 Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees (130) 260.00
Subdivision Regulations (4) 40.00
Tax Liens & UCC's 155.00
Vital Search Fees (19) 190.00
Zoning Ordinances (3) 9.00








Town of Richmond Lands Bldgs. Equip.
Town Hall $42,600 $77,900 $20,000
Library 33,500 97,800 67,000
Police Department 71,500
Fire Department 33,000 59,750 495,000
Highway Dept. Shed 19,000 1,000 1,000
Beach Property 73,500
Taylor Newall Lot 32,000
Nash House Site
W/ South Bowker Rd. 750
Cemeteries 99,550
Town Forest Lands 206,950
Civil Defense 18,500 18,150 3,000
Veteran's Hall 35,000 132,600
Amidon Park 2,250
Telephone Shed 22,000 250
TOTAL $618,000 $387,450 $593,500
State of New Hampshire
2A-19 $20,000
Fish Hatchery 169,700 $100,050














Cheshire County YMCA (Camp Takodah)
Land $1,428,100
Buildings $479,750
Athol Mass. YMCA (Camp Wiyaka)
Land $607,500
Buildings $115,600
EQUIPMENT FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1992 $627.64
Deposited to Savings Account During 1992:
From Town of Richmond, N.H. $250.00
Interest from FNHB 12.11
Interest from CCSB 1 L65




POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Account opened May 8, 1992 $1 15.70
Service Charge FNHB -7.00
Interest from FNHB .02
Interest from CCSB 1.42





EXPENSE REPORT — PREVIOUS YEAR
Executive Office $16,374.26
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 11,933.97
Financial Administration 6,504.25
Judicial & Legal Expense 5,951.14
Emp. Benefits/ Personnel Admi. 6,266.79
Planning & Zoning 1,250.49
General Government Buildings 8,431.75
Cemeteries 1,120.00
Insurance Not Allot. Ins. Bo 21,589.27





Richmond Rescue Squad 3,543.24
Emergency Management — Civil Defense 7,254.97
Other Public Safety 450.00
Highways & Streets 85,057.34
HSB Street Lighting 945.89
Waste Disposal Trash 20,228.00
Winchester Dump Closure 10,558.11
Health Agencies & Hospitals 1,754.00





Camp Holiday — Gr. Monadnock Arts Coun. 500.00
Debt Service 3,475.69
To Trust Funds 10,000.00
Paid To Other Governments 78,771.00
Paid To School District 711,167.24
Taxes Removed From Tax Levi 87,687.47
Tax Anticipation Note 250,000.00




Description Budgeted Expended Balance
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Selectmen $4,500.00 $4,500.00 $0.00
Moderator 50.00 132.81 -82.41
Secretarial 5,450.00 2,967.50 2,482.50
Supplies 1,530.00 1,460.18 69.82
Advertising 160.00 205.24 -45.24
Conf., Dues & Assoc. 1,030.00 1,483.00 -453.00
Postage 1,100.00 1,159.00 -59.33
Mileage 100.00 100.00
New England Telephone 1,170.00 1,178.97 -8.97
Office Expense (Repairs) 1,300.00 1,409.04 -109.04
Cheshire County of Deeds 60.00 90.00 -30.00
Tax Maps 1,000.00 1,000.00
Publications (Printing) 800.00 983.08 -183.08
Misc Expenses 650.00 797.11 -147.11
Rental of FD Chairs-Vets. Hall 100.00 0.00 100.00
Probate Court Records 3.00 -3.00
Bank deductions-bad checks 5.00 -5.00
TOTAL $19,000.00 $16,347.26 $2,625.74
ELECTION, REGIS. & VITAL STAT.
Ballot Clerk's Wages $1,000.00 $733.15 $266.85
Town Clerk's Salary 6,155.50 5,922.39 233.11
Deputy Town Clerk 1,657.50 1,863.81 -206.31
Assistant Deputy Town Clerk 809.25 1,028.78 -219.53
Supervisor of Checklist 2,000.00 636.44 1,363.56
Advertising 500.00 167.54 332.46
Mileage 200.00 219.62 -19.62
Checklist Copies 147.75 174.00 -26.25
Printing of Ballots 30.00 76.74 -46.74
Marriage Lie. Fees 396.00 -396.00
State Vital Statistics 180.00 -180.00
Town Clerk Vital Statistics 72.00 -72.00
Town Clerk UCC & Fed. Liens 155.00 -155.00
State Dog License Fees 126.00 -126.00





Assessor $5,700.00 $1,944.00 3,756.00
Treasurer 800.00 800.00
Tax Collector Salary 2,000.00 2,000.00
Town Auditor 400.00 400.00
Deputy Tax Collector 400.00 367.00 33.00
Deputy Treasurer 200.00 150.00 50.00
Data Processing 500.00 843.25 -343.25
TOTAL $10,000.00 $6,504.25 $3,495.75
JUDICIAL & LEGAL EXPENSE
Goodnow, Arwe, Ayer & Prigge $3,000.00 $812.00 $2,188.00
Other Attorneys 2,000.00 5,139.14 -3,139.14
TOTAL $5,000.00 $5,951.14 $-951.14
BENEFITS/ PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Town Share FICA $4,900.00 $4,177.31 $722.69
NHMA Ins. Trust BC/BS 2,100.00 2,089.48 10.52
TOTAL $7,000.00 $6,266.79 $733.21
PLANNING & ZONING
Supplies $100.00 59.42 $40.58
Advertising 100.00 15.32 84.68
Conf., Dues & Associations 400.00 $15.00 385.00
Postage 110.00 110.00
Secretarial Expense 400.00 73.25 326.75
Cheshire Cnty Reg of Deed 90.00 90.00
Publications 10.00 -10.00
SW Regional Planning Comm 600.00 1,024.50 -424.50
Legal 1,700.00 1,700.00
Copies of Forms 53.00 -53.00
TOTAL $3,500.00 $1,250.49 $2,249.51
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Supplies $30.00 $112.11 $-82.11
Public Service Co. of NH $900.00 1,004.34 -104.34
Heating 2,500.00 3,040.24 -540.24
Misc. Maintenance 2,000.00 403.53 1,596.47
Snow Plowing Town Bldgs 2,000.00 1,005.00 995.00
Custodial & Mowing 275.00 639.00 -364.00



















Workmen's Comp $7,000.00 $5,947.00 $1,053.00
NHMA 2,000.00 1,741.27 258.73
Masiello/ Mason 8,000.00 8,500.00 -500.00
Cheshire Cnty Ins Agency 6,000.00 5,401.00 599.00
TOTAL $23,000.00 $21,589.27 1,410.73
OTHER TOWN GOVT TOWN REPORTS
Publication & Printing $3,000.00 $2,458.06 541.94
TOTAL $3,000.00 $2,458.06 541.94
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Part Time Salaries $12,600.00 $10,030.00 $2,280.00
Supplies 1,600.00 1,264.09 335.91
Public Service Co of NH 150.00 140.74 9.26
Conf, Dues & Assoc. 125.00 130.95 -5.95
Postage 50.00 29.00 21.00
Mileage 650.00 226.45 423.55
New England Telephone 675.00 751.20 -76.20
Office Expenses 220.00 129.01 90.99
Heat 300.00 248.32 51.68
Publications 670.00 970.90 -300.90
Uniforms 600.00 78.00 522.00
Equipment 1,095.00 691.98 403.02
Radio/ Radar 700.00 211.38 488.62
Vehicle Repairs 1,225.00 925.16 229.84
Vehicle Fuel 1,100.00 751.93 348.07
Dog Control 325.00 357.00 -32.00
Training 1,215.00 561.48 653.52
Misc. 300.00 173.27 126.73
Computer 1,200.00 1,351.81 -151.81
Drug Enforcement 1,000.00 1,000.00





















Water to Whipple Hill Road










Rescue Squad Vehicle Repairs








































Heat 300.00 390.60 -90.60
Equipment 2,000.00 117.00 1,883.00
Communications Systems 4,173.54 -4,173.54
Bldg Maintenance 1,500.00 1,500.00
Computer & Printer 1,920.00 -1,920.00
Fax Machine 498.97 -498.97
Miscellaneous 1,000.00 1,000.00
TOTAL $5,000.00 $7,254.97 $-2,254.97
OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
Fire Dept. Equip. Fund $250.00 $250.00
Meadowood Mutual Aid 200.00 200.00
TOTAL $450.00 $450.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
Full Time Labor $12,000.00 $7,563.50 $4,436.50
Part Time Labor 5,000.00 4,260.00 740.00
Miscellaneous 1,800.00 1,524.32 275.68
Vehicle Fuel & Mileage 800.00 908.00 -108.00
Sand and Gravel 16,000.00 225.00 15,775.00
Signs 14.00 -14.00
Grading and Paving 18,432.00 31,376.00 -12,944.00
Sweeping 50.00 1,120.00 -1,070.00
Cold Patch 50.00 .42.41 7.59
Tools 900.00 245.70 654.30
Snow Plow & Sand-Qualters 15,000.00 13,000.00 2,000.00
Snow Plow & Sand-D. Firmi 15,000.00 18,097.00 -3,097.00
Steel for Culverts 304.20 -304.20
Asphalt 6,059.66 -6,059.66
Bridge Maintenance 70.00 -70.00
Equipment Rental 50.00 50.00
Salt 247.55 -247.55
TOTAL $85,082.00 $85,057.34 $24.66
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service $950.00 $945.89 $4.11
TOTAL $950.00 $945.89 $4.11
WASTE DISPOSAL TRASH
Disposal-Winchester, NH $20,228.00 $20,228.00
TOTAL $20,228.00 $20,228.00
33.
WINCHESTER DUMP CLOSURE PLAN
Winch. Dump Closure Expense $15,474.95 $10,558.11 $4,916.84
TOTAL $15,474.95 $10,558.11 $4,916.84
HEALTH AGENCIES & HOSPITALS
Keene Home Health & Comm Ser $3,000.00 $877.00 $2,123.00
Monad Fam & Mental Health 877.00 877.00
TOTAL $3,877.00 $1,754.00 $2,123.00
GENERAL ASSISTANCE TOWN POOR
Rent $2,300.00 $1,030.00 $1,270.00
Food 100.00 100.00
Utilities 1,400.00 708.39 6,911.61
Gasoline 200.00 200.00
TOTAL $4,000.00 $1,738.39 $2,261.61
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Misc Expenses Old Age Assist. $1,000.00 $1,000.00
TOTAL $1,000.00 $1,000.00
COMMUNITY PARK
Misc. Maintenance $200.00 $120.00 $80.00
Playground Equipment 500.00 500.00
TOTAL $700.00 $620.00 $-30.00
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Camp Director-Counselors $200.00 $450.00 -$250.00
Miscellaneous 1,300.00 774.09 525.91
TOTAL $1,500.00 $1,224.09 $275.91
BEACH
Repairs $400.00 $500.00 -$100.00
Miscellaneous 450.00 235.00 215.00
TOTAL $850.00 $735.00 $115.00
LIBRARY
Rose Kochman Librarian $3,447.60 -3,447.60
Subs Librarian Salary 465.40 -465.40
To Library Trustees 12,875.00 12,875.00
Typewriter Office Equip. 125.00 -125.00



















PAID TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
County of Cheshire
TOTAL
PAID TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Monadnock Reg School Dist $711,167.24 $-711,167.24
TOTAL $71 1,167.24 $-711,167.24
TAXES REMOVED FROM TAX LEVI
Tax Collector-Purchase Taxes $74,887.49 S-74,887.49
Tax Rebates 9,089.86 -9,089.86
Cost of Tax Liens 3,710.12 -3,710.12
TOTAL $87,687.47 $-87,687.47
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE
Tax Ant. Note #686 S-250,000.00S-250,000.00
First NH Bank $250,000.00
CHESHIRE COUNTY SAVINGS BANK





The Board of Selectmen
Town of Richmond
Richmond, NH 03470
I herewith submit the report on the audit and examination of the Town
of Richmond accounts and records for the fiscal year ended December 3 1
,
1992. The enclosed financial statements are an integral part of this report
and must be retained by the Town Clerk with other permanent Town
records.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
The accounts and records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax
Collector and Town Clerk were carefully verified and checked.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. The Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures shows a net
unexpended balance of appropriations amounting to $31,087.09. In 1991
there was $20,924.22 in unexpended balances.
2. The Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues shows a net
revenue surplus of $65,513.99. In 1991 the net revenue surplus amounted
to $80,857.22.
3. The Budget Summary indicated a net budget surplus of $42,262.12.
4. The Accounts of the Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector
and the Fire Department Equipment Fund have been summarized and
tabulated.
AUDIT PROCEDURES
The accounts and records of Town Officials charged with the receipt,
disbursements and custody of public funds, as indicated by the scope of the
audit, were inspected and verified to the best of my knowledge and ability.
All town books and accounts were examined carefully and, where
necessary, tests of certain records were made as part of the audit.
CERTIFICATION OF AUDIT
I hereby certify that I have examined and audited the accounts and
records of the Town of Richmond, New Hampshire, for the fiscal year
ending December 1992. In my opinion, the attached statements represent
the financial position of the Town of Richmond for this period.
36.
THANKS
I sincerely thank the Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Town Treasurer,
Selectmen and their Secretary for their kind help and cooperation during




Town of Richmond, NH
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1992 has passed and for all the changes many things have remained the
same. The play area by the fire house is moving closer to completion and
the basketball court is under construction. The beavers still hold control
over the pond.
The plans for the emergency services addition at the fire house have been
completed and an article will be on the 1993 warrant for the building.
Many thanks to the firemen who worked many hours drawing up the plans
and collecting bids.
In an effort to keep improving the computer system we have purchased a
new printer for Marianne and new high density drives for all the
computers. This will aid in greater efficiency for our data backups. New
telephones have been purchased for the town clerk and the tax collector.
There has also been a new phone line into the hall for the tax collector and
town clerk. This will help us serve folks better. The new number is (603)
239-6202.
Current use applications have declined this year and we now have 1 5 1 28
acres in current use up from 14,675 in 1991. There were many changes in
the current use laws and in the rate structure. Folks with land in current use
should check with the selectmen's office if they have any questions.
The accounting format changes are now complete and should now be
easier for you to follow. It makes the report easier to understand and help
to track revenues and expenses.
Again we would like to thank all our department heads and employees
for all the time they spent making our town the best in New Hampshire. In
particular, we are especially grateful to Dot Robbins for her many years of
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Planning Board had a relatively quiet subdivision year in 1992. The
Board was occupied with bringing the Town in line with several new
RSA's. Most notable of these were the new laws pertaining to gravel pits.
All previously operating pits in Richmond are continuing operation under
the new guidelines. Several subdivision issues from previous years
continue to occupy the Board's time and incurred legal expenses.
The Board is continuing to digest the voluminous information that it
gained from the Master Plan survey that it circulated in town. Preliminary
findings suggest an overwhelming desire to maintain the rural character of
the Town. Complete findings will be available in late Spring.
The Board wishes to recognize and thank Larry Koch for the hard work
and dedication he brought to the Board during his elected terms.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert S. Coy, Chairperson
POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Police activity for 1992 have continued to rise as it has for the past few
years. Comparison to previous years can be noted from the summary of
activities list.
Our part time police department continues to struggle with the burden
of keeping updated with changing laws and increasing training and
certification required to maintain the status of a part time police officer.
These requirements are necessary and important.
A part time officer has the same powers and duties as a full time officer.
The only difference is, most part time police officers do not work in law
enforcement as their full time profession. In addition to working a full time
occupation, the part time officer must be educated, trained, certified and
perform duties in his spare time.
When this is accomplished, he is then allowed to be called out in the early
morning cold or from his Sunday dinner table to respond to a complaint.
He puts on his hat and badge and rushes to the scene trying to remember
what he had learned at the weekend training sessions many months or
years ago. When he arrives, he must react as though this is second nature to
him and of course he knows it is not. He may have to do some quick
negotiating or maybe even put his body in harms way to protect a spouse or
child from inevitable injury. He may have to make an arrest of someone
who does not want to cooperate. He may have to use a certain amount of
force but not to much. If this is the scenario, while in the heat of things, if he
remembered to bring his portable radio, he should be thinking of
requesting backup. If another part time officer happens to be in town, he
should get there in 1 5 or 20 minutes. If not, a neighboring town officer, or a
state trooper will be your back up, but that could take a lot longer. If all
goes well, your off to the station for booking and maybe a trip to the
40.
county jail. Now the work begins. You start the reports, lots of reports.
Then its time to go to court. Guess who gets to prosecute your case. You
got it, Its you the part time officer, and you thought this was going to be a
fun part time job.
Of course not all the duties of a part time officer are as demanding as the
above scenario. There are many gratifying and rewarding adventures. Lets
not forget, if we did not like our job we would not be in it. It does take a
special type of person to be a police officer. I think it takes a very special
person to be a part time police officer. To all of our Richmond part time
police officers, a very special thank you for your dedication.
Respectfully submitted,




Officer Robert Van Brocklin
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES-1992
Criminal Complaints Motor Vehicle
Received 189 Accidents 19
Domestic 9 With Injuries 7
Burglary 4 Fatalities
Theft 4 Warnings Issued 38
Assault 4 Citations Issued 9
Drugs 6 Arrests 3
Vandalism 3 OHRV Complaints 2
Zoning 4 B.O.L. Complaints 19
Suspicious Activity 30
Juvenile 7 Animal Complaints
Trespassing 5 Received 46
Alarm Response 9 Warnings Issued 16
Warrants 6 Citations Issued 8
House Checks 5 Dog Warrant 12
Rescue, Fire Response 15
Assist Other Police 8 Court Room
Assist Motorist 19 Appearances. 18










Residents of Richmond you have earned a GOLD STAR for Fire Safety
during 1992! Your volunteer fire fighters provided Mutual Aid for fires in
our neighboring towns more times than we battled building fires in
Richmond. It is very rewarding to report that we only responded to one
chimney fire this year and no serious structure fires.
The fire department has significantly boosted its fire fighting capability
during this past year. The addition of two new fire ponds fitted with
hydrants, one on Old Homestead Hwy. in north Richmond and one on
Whipple Hill near the Barrus Road, greatly improves our ability to combat
fires in those sections of town. The hydrant in the second fire pond on
Fitzwilliam Road was replaced and numerous other hydrant installations
renovated. Our trucks carry enough water to quench a lot of fires, but
when you require more — you need it in a hurry!
We would like to remind everyone that street addresses are very
important to us and we need to be able to READ them under the worst
possible conditions! Please label your mailbox, or driveway, if they are not
together, so that we can find you quickly! Remember, we are coming from
the four corners and probably it will be dark, raining and foggy! Please
note that the very handy phone directory produced by the Rooster lists our
business number, not the Emergency Number. For EMERGENCYcall
352-1 100! Richmond Emergency Services are dispatched from the Southwestern
NH Mutual Aid Center in Keene, there is no one on duty at our station,
We have stickers for your phone if you would like some.
1992 Statistics:
Structure Fires - 0, Chimney Fires - 1, Mutual Aid - 4
Mutual Aid Cover - 2, Rescue Calls - 31, Grass/ Brush - 3
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 7, Miscellaneous Calls - 3
Your Fire Department Volunteers gave more than 580 hours of their
time working at Emergency scenes and thousands of hours doing routine
Fire Department maintenance, training and administration. Our sincere
thanks go out to our Fire Department personnel and all their families who
give so much year after year. Thanks!
Respectfully submitted,
Leland Robbins, Chief
H. B. Shaw III, Deputy
42.
TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest
fire was in May in Rumney where a suspicious fire burned approximately
1 50 acres with a total cost of approxiametly $30,000. The N.H. Division of
Forests and Lands assisted many other communities in wildland fire
suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres.
Our major causes of fires were fires kindled without a permit, unknown
causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention.
New Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27) requires that, "No person, firm
or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause
to be burned any material in the open, except when the ground is covered
with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest
Fire Warden of the town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/ or a
year in jail and you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small
average fire size of .47 acre/ fire is a tribute to early detection by the public
or our fire tower system and the quick response of our trained local fire
departments. Please help your Warden and fire department by requesting
and obtaining a fire permit before kindling an open fire.
The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total of
$20,000 in 50/50 cost share grants for fire fighter safety items and wildland
suppression equipment in 1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws,
please contact your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or








In 1992, the Richmond Rescue Squad has grown in membership,
increased equipment, and gained experience. It had been a very good year.
Presently our squad has 1 5 members, an increase of4 members since last
year. Among the numerous supplies needed for 25 R-l (the rescue truck)
we shared the cost of a rescue boat and two dry suits with the fire
department.
All members are required by the State of New Hampshire to have the
Hepatitis B shots to insure our own safety. It is a series of three shots with
follow-up testing. We are in the progress of completing the shots for all
members.
Monthly training sessions are held. Many with Winchester Ambulance
Service. We conducted drills, attended seminars at Cheshire Hospital and
studied to keep up to date on the emergency medical services that might be
needed in our community.
A CPR course is being offered this spring for anyone interested. It may
be a start to a new rescue squad member. Please contact me for the dates
and location of the course.
As the Rescue Squad begins its fourteenth year of service to the town of
Richmond, we thank all for the tremendous support given to us. Our
service would not be possible without such backing.
Remember if you need the Rescue Squad call 352-1 100 Mutual Aid will


















Richmond Emergency Management continues to play a key role in the
responder preparedness to deal with both radiological incident at Vermont
Yankee and other disasters needing expanded emergency response efforts.
Training reponders in those coordinated efforts was our primary
44.
activity in 1992. Emergency management continues to participate in the
Federal reimbursement program and was able to purchase needed
equipment at substantial savings to the Town. Emergency Management
looks forward to the anticipated "new" addition to the Fire Station and a






It is with deep sorrow that we record the death of our colleague and
friend, Stan Bartram. Both the Commission and the Town are lessened by
his absence. Stan was always willing to volunteer his talent and time, and
his unfailing good humor and cheery nature never failed to lighten the
Commission's tasks. He is sorely missed, indeed.
Another somber note was Ellie Merwin's death. On the positive side,
Gus Merwin, who was on leave of absence during his wife's illness, has now
resumed active participation in the Commission's work. He has taken on
the responsibility of Treasurer, taking over from Stan's many years of
service in that post.
During the past year the Commission worked on implementing the
wishes of the Late Harry J. and Jenny B. Bennett: that their beloved gorge
on Brickyard Brook would become a permanently protected natural area
for the enjoyment of present and future residents of Richmond. The
legally-binding easements are now a matter of record; an appropriate sign
has been constructed and is due to be placed as soon as the ground thaws.
The Commission plans additional work in the coming year to help insure
that the easement will conform to the Bennett's wishes.
The Commission supervised a partial harvest of red pine plantation in
the Harry J. Bennett Town Forest. Proceeds of the harvest will be applied
to good management practices within the forest and to other aspects of the
Commission's work.
Your Commission conferred with the Fitzwilliam Conservation Commission
(at their request), providing the benefits of our experience in furthering
their wish to establish a town forest in Fitzwilliam.
45.
The Commission has entered into a continuing discussion with Tree
Growers, Inc., concerning town-controlled flowage rights in the Town
Forest portion of the Sprague Meadows. Amongst the anticipated benefits
are included an enhanced waterfowl production area, and a more permanent
form of protection for the Harris Soapstone Quarry.
This summer the Commission cooperated with Road Agent Davis in
developing a plan to protect the Perry Brook from any further degradation
caused by road work on Taylor Hill Road.
As Administrators of the proceeds of the Harry J. Bennett Memorial
Fund, the Commission annually seeks to sponsor one or more young
persons from Richmond for participation in the Youth Conservation
Camp. Operated by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests, this camp offers an unparalled opportunity for "hands-on"
learning about the natural world, with plenty of time left over for
recreation. To be eligible, applicants (either male or female) must have
completed the eighth grade and be between 13 and 18 years of age. The
Commission will pay all fees for those applicants it may sponsor. This is a
wonderful opportunity for an all-expense-paid week-long learning-vacation
— and it will look great on any college application resume. Eligible-and-
interested persons should contact any member of the Commission before
the first of May.
Respectfully submitted,
Norman E. Tandy, Secretary
RICHMOND CONSERVATION COMMISSION
FINANCIAL REPORT
For Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1992
(Non-Town Appropriation)
Cheshire County Savings Bank
Balance Balance
Name of Account 1991 1992
Soil Conservation Fund $595.55 $620.89
Cass Pond Preservation 293.83 306.31
Harry J. Bennett Memorial Fund 3,053.15 3,292.25
Working Account 15,481.38 29,200.90
Small Expense Account 866.93 445.54






Year End Balance $22,69 1.81
Interest 1,544.11




1992 Year End Balance $36,457.49
Respectfully submitted,
Augustus W. Merwin, Treasurer
LIBRARIANS REPORT
1992 was a busy year at the Richmond Public Library. This year we saw
increases in our holdings of books, video-cassettes and periodicals. A
successful series of"Cabin-Fever Coffee Hours" (sponsored by the Friends
of the Library) enticed folks from their winter firesides for evenings of
information and entertainment. A second series is planned for 1993 so be
sure to check your Richmond Community Calendar for the dates.
Summer days brought more people to the library as 59 children signed
up for the Children's Summer Reading Program. At the program's end the
children received certificates of completion and gift certificates good for a
book purchase at the Toadstool Bookstore. Prizes were awarded at a party
held in the Richmond Pavilion.
Thanks to the Friends of the Library and to all Richmond townspeople
for your support of our library.
LIBRARY TRUSTEES' REPORT
In last year's report we brought you up to date on what we had
accomplished in 1991-92. Ongoing activities include:
—supporting activities recommended and organized by our librarian,
such as story hours and summer reading programs;
—upgrading juvenile and adult reference and reading materials; and
—keeping ahead of maintenance.
This past year we attended to administrative matters in hope of initiating
progressive changes in the library. Other plans include:
—completing an inventory of all materials in the library in order to
bring the shelf list and catalog up to date;
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—putting together a Personnel Policy & Procedures Manual and a
Technical Operations Manual which will assist library personnel in
everyday operations of library functions.
We are pleased with the response and use of the book-drop, and this year
we will address the serious problem of collapsing shelves in the children's
room. Correcting this problem will result in some temporary inconvenience;
please bear with us. We want to thank Mary Beers for giving her time and
talent to make our new sign. We want to extend our gratitude to Rose
Kochman for her years of service dedicated to the library. Finally, we want
to welcome Dianne Jacobson, who accepted the position of Librarian as of
the first of this year. We are fortunate to have the experience and expertise
Dianne brings with her, and we look forward to working with her.
We thank all of you who have so generously given your time and support
in so many different ways, especially the Friends who have worked hard to
fund some of the library' s special needs. We can all continue to feel proud















Books & Periodicals 3,000.00 3,000.00
Operations
Fuel Oil & Maintenance
Electricity
Telephone














Treasurer's Supplies 50.00 50.00






Our annual "Easter Egg Hunt" was well received by about 50 children
who hunted for 250 eggs filled with candy and quarters. The Park
Committee raffled an easter basket and Lauren Haskins appeared as the
Easter Bunny. Everyone had a great time and we look forward to seeing
you at the next egg hunt.
Thirty-five children participated in Camp Takodah's Swim Program.
As always, the instructors were excellent. A special thanks to Bruce
Holloway for coordinating this program.
This year's camp was planned by Rosann Amato. We hired two Keene
State College students, Carol Exline and Lori Allen, as counselors. We
also had several volunteers help out — Cindy Heller, Simone McKenna,
Maureen Blackledge, and Pam Goodell. A small, but great group of kids
attended for a week of fun, games, activities, and sunshine. The field trip
was to Pisgah Park. After a morining nature walk with Park Ranger Mike
Walsh, who was very knowledgable and interesting, we had a picnic lunch
at Fullum Pond. Then a representative from the New Hampshire Fish and
Game met us at the pond to teach the kids about fishing. She came with
fishing poles for everyone. It was a great trip. Day Camp ended with
Family Night and the kids performing songs and a skit that they had
practiced all week.
Richmond Day began with a record turnout for the "To the Border and
Back" race, sponsored by the Richmond Four Corner Store. The parade
was fun for all — we had fire engines, floats, horses, clowns, and kids who
rode bicycles, rollerblades, and wagons. During the Firemen's Barbecue
we had lots of games, and face painting. A special thanks to Joan Wagstaff
for her artistic face painting. We look forward to an even bigger and better
day next year.
The Family Halloween Party was again held at the Pavilion. Everyone
had a great time seeing the costumes, socializing, and walking through the
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spook house. Special thanks to Allison VanBrocklin and the Girl Scouts
for providing the spook house. Walden Whitham performed wonderful,
ghostly stories around the bonfire. The party is fun for all ages and having
it outside provides plenty of room for everyone!
If you would like to join the Recreation Committee, or participate in any
way, please contact a committee member.









HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES
In 1992, Home Health Care and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Richmond.
The following information represents a projection of Home Health Care
and Community Services' activities in your community in 1992. The
projection is based on actual services provided from January through










Services Partially or Totally






Total unduplicated residents served: 1
1
50.
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled blood
pressure clinics, child health clinics, telephone and consultations were
made available to your residents throughout the year. Town funding, in
part, supported these additional services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1992 with all funding sources is
projected to be $10,294.00
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no charge to
residents in 1992 is projected to be $877.00.
For 1993, we recommend an appropriation of $3,000.00 to continue
home care services at the current level.
Thank you for your consideration.
BEACH COMMITTEE REPORT
Another marvelous beach season was enjoyed by all during 1992. No
matter what time of day, someone was at the Richmond Town Beach.
People shared time at Cass Pond from dawn's early light until the moon
rises and the mosquitos start to bite.
The beach continues to be so many things to so many people. It can be
quiet, it can be lively, but the beach is always refreshing and renewing.
This year, as with other years, several loads of sand were added to
continue the restoration of the areas that are eroded each winter. Because
of this, this replacement of the picnic tables will be a concern for the
upcoming season.
A reminder, we want the beach to be a clean beach, use the rubbish
barrell for beach rubbish. It is a service that you pay to have available. And
leave the dog some cool water before you head for the beach.
If you have any thoughts on the beach or ifany problem arises please call






In addition to the normal Spring cleanup, and regular mowings, a
special effort was made this year to cleanup the Benson Cemetery. The
Trustees voted last year to set aside a sum of money each year to do some
reclamation work on one of the Town's numerous small cemeteries. This
coming year, we plan to invest some time, effort and money in the Aldrich
Cemetery, located off Route 32 North, just below the Swanzey line.
Volunteers for these projects are always welcome.
There were three burials this year. Residents are reminded of the
availability of grave sites in the Earl Howard Cemetery on the Athol Road.









Checking Account Balance Dec. 1, 1991 $176.81
Income
Trust Fund 500.00
PJB (Grave Ck. to come) 100.00
Town Allocation 1,120.00














Donald Class-Holland Grave 125.00
P. Bielunis—Tarp 23.00
B. Coll—Benson Clean-up 50.00
Service Charges 9.00
Total Expenses 1,709.95
CHECKING BALANCE Dec. 1, 1992 $186.86
Petty Cask Balance Dec. 1, 1991 $8.97
Income
Holland Grave (Ck. Written to PJB) 200.00
Total Petty Cash Available $208.97
Expenses
4 Corners $6.00
P. Bielunis (Reimb.) 100.00
Gary's Power Equip. 44.07
Keene Agway 24.98
Total Expenses 175.05
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TOWN OF RICHMOND

















































































































































































































Dalton, Ronald D. Ill-C



















































































































































































Heimann, Charles J. II
Heimann, Charles J. Ill




Heise, Roy B. II
Heise, Shirley C.
Heller, Cynthia L.



















Hollenbeck, Burton G., Jr.
Hollenbeck, Mary E.
Holm, Donald E.









































































































































































































































































































































Swanson, Edwin R. Jr.
Swanson, Edwin R. Sr.
Swanson, Francine



























































































































OWNER M NM F SF OWNER M NM F SF
Allen, Michelle 3 1 DiLello, Cay
Archembault, Therese 1 Dixon, Dean
Audette, Betty 1 Doubleday, Milton 1
Bachynski, Raymond 1 Duca, Robert 1
Bause, Chris 1 Dunn, June
Becklo, Bonnie 1 Edwards, Carolyn
Beers, Mary 1 Erickson, Wayne 1
Berube, Norman 1 Esteves, Kimberly 1
Bickford, Ceily 2 2 Felegara, Elizabeth 1
Bigda, Linda 1 Fitzpatrick, John
Blair, Norma 1 Flagler, Susan 1
Blais, Fred 1 Flibotte, Don
Blais, George I Frazier, Laura
Blanchard, Cathy 1 Frye, Tony 1
Bloom, Jonathan 1 Garone, Marsha 3
Boccalini, John 1 Goodell, Pam 1
Boscarino, Steven 1 Goodnow, Kathy
Boudreau, Lynn 1 Gorman, Melissa 1
Bredberg, Janice 1 Gorman, Robert 1
Brewer, Donna 1 Gunnerson, Darren
Brewer, Geraldine 1 1 Hansen, Kris 4 1
Brewer, Kevin 1 Harris, Andrew
Brewer, Tim 1 Harville, Patty
Brooks, Kevin 1 3 Haskins, Becky 1 1
Brooks, Roger 1 Hatch, William 2
Bush, Chris 1 Heimann, Charles
Calzini, Joseph 1 Heller, Robert 2
Campbell, Barbara 1 Herman, Thomas 1
Clark, Steve I Holbrook, Sandra
Coll, Debra 1 1 Holland, Ronald 1 1 1
Colson, Heather 1 Hollenbeck, Berton 1
Common, Sherry 1 1 1 Holman, Orrin 1
Conant, Diane 1 Hopkins, Linda 1
Condon, Bonnie 1 Hummel, Robert
Condon, Jean 2 Jillson, Mike 1
Corey, Jeannine 1 Johnson, Carl 1
Corrigan, Mike 1 Kelley, David
Cote, Joanne 2 1 Kelley, Richard
Cox, Nancy 2 Kent, Philip
Crowley, Elizabeth 1 Knowlton, Paul
Davis, Beverly 1 1 Koch, Donna 1 3
Davis, Leonard 1 Kochman, David
Davis, Lynn I 2 Kozlowski, Joe
Dell, Chris 1 LaBelle, Marilyn Group 6
Dexter, Fred 1 Lastih, Peter
Dignitti, Robert 1 Laughner, Susan
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Major, Michelle 1 1 1
Mattson, Eleanor 2
Mattson, Karen































Shinn, Susan 1 3
Smith, Kenneth 1
Smith, Lloyd 1
Springer, Roger 1 1
Sullivan, William 4 1
Swanson, Edwin
Swanson, Marcia 1
















Wharton, Rick 1 1
Wharton, Robert 1













Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Ackler, Dorothy
5A Tolman Place
Ahmed, Handi & Aida
10.10A





Allen, Mark & Michelle
4.1 1 A Barden Lot-Tract 1
Altenburger, Joseph
5.2A Land Lot-Tract B
Amato, Arthur T.
9.7A Pt. of Taft Lot
8.8A Campsite







3A Morgan Reserve — L8







1.1 A Sandy Pond Lot
5.8A Pt of Aldrich Lot
72.7A Bullock Lot-Tract 2
Austin, Ruby
5.1 A Barden Place
33500 36500 70000 1434.30
40650 40650 832.92
50950 67000 117950 2416.80
26750 26750 548.11
39150 47350 86500 1772.39
36250 59900 96150 1970.11
40550 34950 75500 1547.00
13200 13200 270.47
30850 69250 100100 2051.05
27750 27750 568.60
10200 7950 18150 371.89
30500 33000 63500 1301.12
61700 61700 1264.23
CU 1916
27500 80800 110216 2258.33
113400 68400 181800 3725.08
40100 3150 43250 886.19
64400 64400 1319.56
27200 27200 557.33
CU 9852 9852 201.87
46500 40850 87350 1789.80
Bachynski, Agniezka
3.2A Pt of Tolman Meadow
Bailey, Hamilton
20A Starkey Lot-R3B






















13. 5A Howard Lot
60A Norwood Lot #1
40A Norwood Lot #2
lOOANimsLot
11 6. 5A Bryant Lot
Baird, James
10. 3A Andrew Baird Lot
12A Tucker Meadow
Baker, Irene
9A Pt of Thayer PI
Balavender, Raymond & Doris
7.7A St. Clair Sub.
Ballou, Joan A.
10A Wiswall Lot
Ballou, Lawrence & Lucy
117A Newell Lot
Ballou, Ronald & Ruth
79A Cummings Lot
Barfield, Brian & Karen
22.4A Bullock-William #4
Barlow, Roy & Maria
3.9A Aldrich Lot-Tract 1
Barrett, Frederick
Barrett, Robert & Allen, Dorothy
15A Nutting Lot
Bartlett, Gerald & Eva
30.5A Bullock-Williams #2





Bartram, Stanley & Margaret
1.4A Pt of Gorham PI
Bassett, Cortland A.
11.4A Wood Lot






cu 5590 5590 114.54
cu 22843
166000 94526 283369 5806.23
58750 58750 1203.79
cu 4749 4749 97.31
cu 3579 3579 73.33
cu 10233 10233 209.67
cu 9431 9431 193.24
15450 15450 316.57
4800 4800 98.35
43050 30550 73600 1508.06
30050 30050 615.72
2400 2400 49.18
cu 7540 7540 154.49
63200 63200 1294.97
48800 63200 112000 2294.88
35350 1 14900 150250 3028.62
6000 6000 122.94
45100 45100 924.10
14450 6050 20500 420.05
47100 35150 82250 1685.30
30500 70600 101100 1951.88
9100 9100 186.46















5.2A Bullock Rd Lot 10
Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
21.7A
8.3A Robert Martin Lot 2
Beers, Mary Hawley
5.01 A Pt of Beers Lot
Bennett Estate, Jennie B.








5A Pt of Bullock Lot
1.25A Bolza Cottage-Lot 2
Benoit, Adrian & Margaret
50A Corliss Lot
Bense, Roger & Joanne
2.9A Morgan Reserve-L4
Berg, Christopher & Joanne
5A Curtiss Lot-Tract 2
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
6.4A Greenwoods Rd.
Berube, Norman & Kristen
7.08A Barden Lot-Tract 2
Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
5.5A Granite Hill-L4









4A Land Lot Tract A




cu 2313 2313 47.39
cu 2146
31750 71000 104896 2149.32
35250 52950 88200 1807.22
37000 50950 87950 1802.10
cu 2958 2958 60.61
cu 136 136 2.79
cu 1309 1309 26.82
cu 66 66 1.35
cu 268 268 5.49
23800 23800 487.66
41900 14600 56500 1157.69
40000 40000 819.60
30350 38150 68500 1403.57
37700 60150 97850 2004.95
43850 142000 185850 3808.07
41750 84400 126150 2584.81
42400 68850 111250 2279.51
28750 35500 64250 1316.48




27650 800 28450 582.94
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VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land BIdgs. Value Tax
Blackledge, James & Maureen
1 1.3A Brickyard Brook L-6 CU 1084
27950 120700 149734 3068.05
Blair, Harold & Norma
1.5A Hooper Place 26750 43250 70000 1434.30
Blais Thompson, Ruth
3.1 A Stinson Lot 33250 33250 681.29
Blais, Frederick & Patricia
3.86A Brewer Lot 33550 113150 146700 3005.88
Blais, George & Helena
9A Parker Meadow 27000 27000 553.23
2A Southwick Place 32500 120250 152750 3129.85
Blais, Helen
1 A Leliwa Place 25000 25000 512.25
Blanchard, Joseph & Catherine
2.04A Otis Martin Lot 1 29050 76600 105650 2164.77
Blessed Sacrament Community




2.1 A Baird Home Place 32650 112700 145350 2978.22
7.3A Baird Place-Tract 2 10950 10950 224.37
Boccalini, John C.
28A Pt of Walker Place 46700 98100 144800 2811.23
18. 8A Walker Lot #3 43900 43900 899.51
Boden, James & Beverly
4A Knight Place-Tract 1 34000 87800 121800 2495.68
Bordeau, Kathleen
4.58A Dell Subdivision 28050 28050 574.74
Boroski, Nancy
3.1 A Sprague Rd. 23150 23150 474.34
Boscarino, Steven A & Jean
6.1 1 A Pt of Fay Martin Farm 43650 142150 185800 3807.04
Boudreau, James G & Gayle J
6.2A Coburn Lot #6 29550 29550 605.48
Boudreau, John & Lynn
7.5A Colony Hill-L19 50900 72000 122900 2518.22
5A Factory Land & Lots 34850 54600 89450 1832.83
Boutwell, Richard
33A Buffum Lot CU 2874
44850 125100 172824 3541.16
Box, Jeanne M.
3.32A Greenwoods Rd.









1 A Howe Tavern Lot
Brewer, Kevin & Mary
1A
Brewer, Timothy
















Brooks, Kevin & Paula
5A Goodnow Lot-Tract 3
Brooks, Roger & Phyllis
1A Sherwin Lot
18A Beals Lot
30.1 A Rawding Place




.5A Rice Brook Camp
26A Rice Lot
Brown, Edward & Deanne
3A Lord Lot
Brunelle, Richard & Deborah
2A Morgan Reserve-Lot 3
Brunk, Kathryn
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
10.53A
Bruno, Anthony
5.3A Colony Hill-Lot 21
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
Land Bldgs. Value Tax
32500 58000 90500 1854.35
28500 62050 90550 1855.37
29000 92500 121500 2489.54
CU 678 678 13.89
CU 678 678 13.89
9450 9450 193.63
















CU 17 17 .35
CU 286
15000 5450 20736 424.88
CU 2112
30000 90200 122312 2506.17
CU 2050 2050 42.00
CU 58 58 1.19
CU 4295
4000 8295 169.96
CU 2115 2115 43.34
CU 26 26 .53
CU 1374 1374 28.15
7500 7500 153.68
21500 21500 440.54
58550 52200 110750 2269.27










Budaj, Frank & Cynthia
.6A Cottage Lots, Cass Pd.
Buffum, Warren J & Cathy J
15. 7A Swan-Whipple Tract 1
Bughatch, Sharon
Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
2A Pt of Southwick Lot
Burke, Sherry
2.1 A Morgan Reserve-L21
Burns, August
12.1 A L Howard Place
86.9A L Howard Place







Calzini, Richard & Patricia
Joseph & Irene
39.33A Jacque Lot
7A Lang Lot-Tract C
Campbell, Bruce & Denise
29.4A Bullock-Williams #1
Campbell, Edward & Barbara
3.2A Bullock Rd-Lot 2
3.2A Bullock Rd-Lot 1
Carnie, James & Mary
3.19A Carnie Sub Lot 2
3.22A Carnie Sub Lot 1
25.6A Barden Lot Tract 3
Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary
1.7A Davis & Montgomery P
Cass Estate, Lyman
c/o Lyman H. Cass, Exec.
25A Home Place
8A Crooker Meadow




47500 27900 75400 1544.95
25000 11650 36650 750.96
cu 1037 1037 21.25
29000 79250 108250 2218.04
33000 22250 55250 1132.07
9700 9700 198.75
130700 106950 237650 4869.45
cu 420
33500 49850 83770 1716.45
42050 42050 861.60
27500 61800 89300 1829.76
cu 2710 2710 55.53
cu 2599 2599 53.25
31800 85250 117050 2398.35
38500 2550 41050 841.1




52300 72600 124900 2559.20
27050 46800 73850 1513.19
43900 10700 54600 1118.75
3200 3200 65.57













2A L Ballou Place
Clark, James & Carol
3.16A
Clark, Steven & Marcia
3.8A Aldrich Lot — Tract 2
Clarke, Maureen P.
3A Morgan Reserve — L 10
Clow, Thomas
5.7A Coburn Lot #3
Coburn, Danielle & Bryan
1 . 1 A Karen Jensen PI
Cohen, Robert & Bernadette
3.43A Greenwoods Rd
Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
17.2A
Cole, Kenneth & Valerie
14.3A Boyce-Swan Lot 1
Coll, William & Debra




Common, Steven & Sherry
5A Pt of Atherton Lot
Conant, Gilbert & Margaret
29A Perley Amidon Place
115A Mills Webster
Condon, Jean
3.7A Morgan Reserve-Lot 31





Copeland, Glenn & Patricia
.5A Pt of Home Place
Corey, Ronna
5.12A Route 32






36600 95950 132550 2715.95
35200 87800 123000 2520.27
34500 71500 106000 2171.94
35250 42050 77300 1583.88
26500 69900 96400 1975.24
33650 129400 163050 3340.89
cu 1428 1428 29.26
cu 1506 1506 30.86
50300 73700 124000 2540.76
35950 79150 115100 2358.40
34550 66800 101350 2076.66
cu 1374
23000 71050 95424 1955.24
cu 7083 7083 145.13
31550 72900 104450 2140.18
31500 77550 109050 2234.43
47800 110800 158600 3249.71
26000 47050 73050 1496.79
200 200 4.10
34550 47250 81800 1676.08
59100 97150 156250 3201.56
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VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Cosimini, Eugene
Legge, David
99A Wiswall Lot 81100 4850 85950 1761.12
Cossa, Mario
17. 55A Adams Lot — South #1 CU 916
39350 91500 131766 2699.89
Courchene, Hector
12.5A Swan-Whipple Tract T3 cu 826 826 16.92
Courchene, Hector & Janet
14.6A Swan-Whipple Tract 6 CU 965 965 19.77
12. 7A Swan-Whipple Tract 2 cu 839 839 17.19
48A Boyce Lot cu 4838 4838 99.13
50.1 A Allen Lot cu 1347 1347 27.60
Cox, Nancy
5.7A Bullock Rd. Lot 9 35250 49300 84550 1732.43
Coy, Robert
57A Pt of Gorham Place cu 3195
41850 44700 89745 1838.88
Cronk Estate, Alice
4.7A Kingman Lot 3750 3750 76.84
Crowl, Scott M.
Davis, Denise A
5.25A Route 32 35750 65950 100700 2063.34
Crowley, Elizabeth
20.5A 50200 60500 110700 2268.24
Csizmadia, Joseph & Eileen
3.1 A Pt of Beers Sub 24200 24200 495.86
Currier, Bruce
25A Martin Lot & Camp 61750 28100 89850 1841.03
Cuseo, George & Kathryn
1.2A Putney Land 25800 27900 53700 1100.31
Cyr, Gilbert
55.5A Quaker Lot-Tract 1 cu 5179 5179 106.12
81 A Bigelow Lot cu 5232
20000 8000 33232 680.92
100A Liimantainen PI cu 4914
12960 17874 366.24
47.4A Cronk Farm-Lot 7 cu 4337 4337 88.87
34.3A cu 3469
24000 27469 562.84
D'Orio, Frank & Doris
5. 1 A Cragin Curtis Tr #5
Daley, James T.
75A Allen Lot






NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Davenport Estate, Harriet
c/o James P Davenport
70.60A Pt of Hill Lot 30900 30900 633.14
Davis, Leonard & Valma
14.49A Mary King Place 43750 48350 92100 1887.13
Davis, Lynn
Davis, Leonard R.
3.05A Mary King Place 32350 55850 88200 1807.22
Davis, Maurice & Beverly
5.2A Brickyard Brook-L 10 36600 59000 95600 1958.84
Davis, William
3A Sprout Land 2400 2400 49.18
13A Amidon-Thompson Lot 10400 10400 213.10
Del Dotto, David
20A C. Martin Lot 65000 65000 1331.85
Dell, Christopher & Kathleen
15A Conway Place CU 1304
27000 91900 120204 2462.98
Delo, Martha
50A Allen Taylor Lot CU 3304 3304 67.70
12A Burbank Lot CU 793 793 16.25
Demuth, Sharon
5.2A Morgan Reserve — L26 30000 30000 614.70
Desjardins, Paul & Madelyn
16.3A Pt of Bassett Hill 46900 46900 960.98
1 A Garage Lot 5000 5000 102.45
Dexter, Frederick & Valerie
2A Pt of L. Cass Place 32500 72800 105300 2157.60
Dickinson, Alice M.
12A Home Place 47300 75900 123200 2524.37
Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano
.5A Williams Mill & Lot 22350 14850 37200 762.23
1.7A Phillips Lot-Tract 2 2550 2550 52.25
.3A Blake Lot-Tract 3 450 450 9.22
23.5A Phillips Lot 18800 18800 385.21
36.3A Blake Lot 29050 29050 595.23
5.2A Phillips Lot-Tract 1 31650 12450 44100 903.61
Dignitti, Robert & Linda
6A Greenwoods Rd 37450 76950 114400 2344.06
Dilello, Catheryn
1.6A House Lot 30500 31700 62200 1274.48
Dime Savings Bank of NY FSB
9.7A Southwick Lot 43300 90600 133900 2743.61
Dimeglio, Joan E. (Wilson)










3.48A Pt of Brickyard Lot
Dodd, Thomas & Karen
3.62A Barden Lot-Tract 3
Don Browo, Joseph & Sharon
22.6A Don Browo-Tract B
Donnelly, Joan C.
18.8A Walker Lot #2
Dorey, Christopher




Drew, B J & Margaret
9.3A Fisher Lot-Tract 5
Drew, Gardner
185.46A Fay Martin Farm
Drew, Richard & Alicia
40A Martin Lot
Drogaris, Aristotellis & Marie
2.2A Rte. 119
Duca, Robert & Maureen
.25A Barrus Lot
Dunn, Thomas & June






15A Bullock Lot-Tract 1
32200 170600 202800 4155.37











34300 102000 136300 2792.79















Eismont, Rostislav & Jean
1.1 A Pt of Burgess Place #2
2.3A Pt of Burgess PI #2
4.44A Jacobson Lot
5. 10A Putney Place
26.43A Adams Lot-South #2
Erickson, Wayne Sr. & Karen
9.3A Fisher Lot-Tract 6
Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna





















Faust, Alfred & Beatrix
61 A Garfield Place
Fedor, Stephen & Elizabeth
64A Quinn-Grogan Lot
Felegara, Robert & Elizabeth
3.44A Cronk Farm-Tract 2
Ferenc, Mark
2A
Ferris, Robert & Celeste
10.3A Fisher Lot-Tract 2
Filipi, Arnie & Theresa
5.11 A Pt of S Bowen Lot
Fillian, Rev. Trust
35A Pt of L Cass Lot
Finley, James & Olive
29.10A Lang Lot-Tract J




1.13A Williams Mill Site
Flagler Jr., Richard E.
3.47A Cronk Farm Lot 1
Flaherty, John
15.9A Bullock-Williams #3
Flanders, Dana & Carol
5.1 A Cragin Curtis Tr #3
Flanders, Rudolph & Ruth







13. 3A Swan-Whipple Tract 5
Foster, Cecily























32500 15200 51599 852.36
CU 5011
35500 134000 174511 3575.73












27500 57300 89578 1589.57
41050 88000 129050 2644.23
CU 2352 2352 48.19
CU 2124 2124 43.52
CU 879 879 18.01
31000 52450 83450 1709.89










Frampton, David & Margaret
7.5A Tolman Meadow
8.3A Twitchell Lot










Friedberg, Frederick & Alice
1.6A Morgan Reserve-L 18
Frye, Anthony & Catherine
5.9A Colony Hill Lot 20
Fusco, Mark Anthony
1A Burrill Lot & Camp








Germain, Karl & Brenda
3.65A Greenwoods Rd
Gilligan, Allen
5.48 Cronk Farm-Lot 3
Gilman. Charles
3A Martin Homestead
Gioshes, Leo & Shirley
Koch. Joseph & Maureen




2.5A Morgan Reserve-Lot 9
cu 650 650 13.32
41000 49000 90000 1844.10
cu 92
30000 78200 108292 2218.90
cu 139 139 2.85
37600 37600 770.42
28550 29950 58500 1198.67
cu 1586
48500 59250 109336 2240.29
28700 28700 588.06
72800 72800 1491.67
28400 23050 51450 1054.21
34850 84800 119650 2451.63






39500 203700 251989 5163.25
20500 5550 26050 533.76
31500 87950 119450 2447.53
36300 74600 110900 2272.34
34650 94800 129450 2652.43
60400 60400 1237.60
57850 29050 86900 1780.58









20A Shinn Place 51400
Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
30.5A Lang Lot-Tract H CU 471
30000
Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
5.3A Don Browo-Tract A 35700
Gorman, Robert & Judith
28.7A Cliff Goodell Place 55 1 00
Gorski, Jeffrey
90A Randall Lot 38800
Grandy, Henry & Adella
Grandy, Chester & Albona
10A Southergreen Place 55200
Grashow, Gary
Davidson, Lisa
13.9A Nancy Brown Lot
Graves, David & Judith
50.2A Bullock-Williams #7
15A Bullock & Whitcomb
Greenfield Co.
46.9A Cook Lot
29.8A J Beaman Lot #2
10.3A J Beaman Lot #3
15.9A R Martin Lot-Tract 1
Greenhalgh, Charlotte
2.3A Morgan Reserve-L 22
Grippardi, Robert
11.1 A Granite Hill-Lot 5
Gunnerson, Darren
Madden, Tracy
5.3A Fisher Lot-Tract 9
Gurian, Michael
120A Lewis Cass Place
Gustafson, Michael & Patty
5.4A Coburn Lot 2
Gutknecht, Charles & Marjory
4.4A Route 32
Hallas, Henry
1 8. 3A Pt of Taylor Lot CU
25A Perry Place CU



































54850 107750 162600 3331.67
45850 85700 131550 2695.46
88100 112300 200400 4106.20
35000 65300 100300 2055.15











40.5A Pt of Taylor Lot
Halpern, Carol
1.4A Morgan Reserve-L 17
Hamdi, Afaf
8.1A
Hamm, George & Verena
15.8A Nichols Lot
Hammond, Horace
1.1 A Prescott Place
Harpe, Violet
60A Dick Martin/ Mill Lot
Harris, Arthur & Patricia
5.3A Granite Hill-Lot 2
Harron, Ralph & Laura
3.62A Greenwoods Rd
Harvey, Alan
1A Ryan Home Place
Haskins, Terence & Rebecca
5A Stanley Amidon PI
Hatch, William & Patricia
12.58A Fisher Lot-Tract 4
Haught, Robert & Anna
4A O.T. Cass Lot
Hayward Trust, Carole W
c/o Carole W Hayward, Trustee
1.7A E Cass Place
Heimann II, Charles




71 A DrCass Lot-Rll
160A Williams Black-R 14













29500 53600 83100 1702.72
33000 33000 676.17
9100 900 10000 204.90
27650 46650 74300 1215.06
81500 23400 104900 2149.40
41350 100900 142250 2914.70
25700 25700 526.59
27500 26350 53850 898.49
38050 90250 128300 2628.87
48200 75400 123600 2532.56






































NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
20ATaft Lot-R13 CU 1684 1684 34.51
9A Putney Lot-R12 cu 758 758 15.53
45A Harris Lot-R16 CU 3790 3790 77.66
75A Sawyer Putney Lot-R5 cu 7429 7429 152.22
17A Hovey Lot-R24 cu 1432 1432 29.34
4.31 A Honey Hill-Lot 9 24950 24950 511.23
3.54A Honey Hill-Lot 10 23800 23800 487.66
6.41 A Honey Hill-Lot 11 28100 28100 575.77
11.4A K Fisher Lot cu 603 603 12.36
Heise, Roy & Shirley
32A O.T. Cass Lot 63200 63200 1294.97
9.66A Cass Wood Lot 10850 10850 222.32
80A Jonas Wheeler PI 213000 165600 378600 7757.51
4A 24500 24500 502.01
Heller, Robert & Cynthia
3.2A Brickyard Brook-L13 36350 99450 135800 2782.54
Herman, Kenneth & Melissa
7.2A Colony Hill Lot 16 40300 114350 154650 3168.78
Herron, John M. & Linda S.
5A 36950 125100 162050 3320.40
Hilco Realty Corp
31.20A Pt of Beers Sub cu 4228 1300 5528 113.27
Hill, David & Patricia
2.5A cu 339 339 6.95
6.5A cu 742 742 15.20
1.6A cu 106 106 2.17
Hill, Jonathan
12A Bigelow Lot cu 3530 3530 72.33
Hill, Mark
3.4A 25000 3950 28950 593.19
Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu
4A cu 777 111 15.92
.33A Schoolhouse Lot 15000 5400 20400 418.00
6A Lawrence Flat cu 2175 2175 44.57
Hill, Timothy
32A Irene Lot cu 2386 2386 48.89
5A Scott Meadow cu 330 330 6.76
Hillock, John & Audrey
1.75A Robert Hillock Land 29250 37950 67200 1376.93
Hillock, William & Lori
5.49A 31250 31250 640.31
Hills Jr., Fisher
3A Whipple Hill 32050 32200 64250 1316.48
Hoar, Alexander
90A D Martin Lot & Camp cu 9159
6200 3450 18809 385.40
81.
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Holbrook Family Trust
c/o Allen & Nancy Holbrook
.5A Pt of Sherwin Lot 750 750 15.37
37A Piper-Sherwin Lot CU 5014 5014 102.74
192A Noah Perry Place cu 25478
32000 152450 209928 4301.42
Holbrook, Sandra
6.2A Morse Place 38800 30400 69200 1417.91
Holland, Ronald & Emily
4.2A Goodnow Lot-Tract 1 39850 74950 114800 2352.25
Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E.
5.4A 42550 133950 176500 3616.49
Holm. Donald & Marion
.5A Home Place 25500 37550 63050 1086.99
Holman, Orrin & Diane
3.2A Bullock Rd - Lot 6 33600 63300 96900 1985.48
Homestead Woolen Mills
120A Taylor Lot 67200 67200 1376.93
Honey Hill Investment Corp
148A Multiple Lots-RIOA CU 14268 14268 292.35
3.16A Honey Hill — Lot 1 26900 26900 551.18
3.19A Honey Hill — Lot 2 21150 21150 433.36
3.26A Honey Hill — Lot 3 23900 23900 489.71
4.39A Honey Hill — Lot 4 33800 33800 692.56
3.19A Honey Hill — Lot 5 23300 23300 477.42
3.19A Honey Hill — Lot 6 27650 27650 566.55
4.04A Honey Hill — Lot 7 24900 24900 510.20
4.35A Honey Hill — Lot 8 25050 25050 513.27
Hopkins, Delmar & Linda
4.6A Goodnow Lot - Tract 2 40550 67700 108250 2218.04
Hornak. William & Toni
45A Hill Lot cu 4738 4738 97.08
15A Beaman Lot # 1 cu 1579 1579 32.35
212A Allen Lot cu 28730 28730 588.68
Howard. Rodney & Lorraine
5.3A Granite Hill - Lot 1 31800 31800 651.58
Howe, Bradley R.
12. 6A Greenwoods Rd. 34200 34200 700.76
Howes. Anne P.
16. 2A Lyons Place 55300 44600 99900 2046.95
Howland, Hornby
c o Trustee of the Barnabas Trust
48.1 A Sprague Rd cu 808 808 16.56
3.25A 11800 11800 241.78
3.28A 11800 11800 241.78
Hrynewsky, Charles







Hulett, Gerald & Marguerite
7A Shinn Lot & House
Hulse, James & Denise
5A Rt. 32/ Greenwoods Rd.
Hummel, Robert & Gail
6.6A Brickyard Brook-L12
Humphrey, Austin & Lahoma
6.9A Bullock Rd. - Lot 7
Hybels, Robert & Marjorie
85.5A Cy Taylor Lot
38.7A Swan-Corliss Lot
Isacc, Barbara
4.2A Morgan Reserve - L 15
Island Time Ltd.
c/o Robert Coy
15.1 A Hammond Lot
4A Shepherdson Lot
Jacobson, Eino & Sara
6.4A Brickyard Brook - L 2
Jacobson, Paul & Eino
.37A Pt of Corner Store
1 A 4 Corners Str. Land Ex.
Jacobson, Paul & Linda
2A Home Place - East
James, Stewart
36500 74300 110800 2270.29
35650 35650 730.47
39400 106450 145850 2988.47
41950 72350 114300 2342.01
cu 7201 7201 147.55








34.6A Home Place CU 1044
50000
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene
2A Home Place 29000
Jillson, Francis & Jane
1A Sherwood Place 27500
Johnson, Albert & Elinor
5. 1 A Lang Lot - Tract K. 15000
Johnson, C. Walter
45A Martin Place CU 2831
26500
60A Martin Lot 24000
Johnson, Carl
Haversat, Eric J. & Patricia J.
.9A Cass Pond Lots 1,2, 3 37500
Johnson, Clifton
2A Young Lot 10000
Johnson. Henry & Suzie






























Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Jones, Robert & Virginia
5A Whipple Place
Joslin, Roger & Ruth





Keane, William & Andrew





.5A Pt of Swan Place
Kelley, Elizabeth
51.8A Starkey - Bullock Lot




Kelly, Diana & Richard
5. 2A Fisher Lot-Tract 10
Kent, Randie & Phillip
4.5A Pt of Swan Lot
2.8A Pt of Fisher Lot
Kibler, Lewis & Priscilla
34A Amidon - Starkey Lot
50A Perry Home Place
Kibler, Priscilla P.
59A Mary Perry Lot
Kimball, Albert & Marie
1.46A Buckley Lot
Kimball, Herbert & Marion
3. 5A Morgan Reserve - L 13
Knowlton, Paul & Marie




Koch, Larry & Donna
3.27A Lot #2
Kochman, David & Rose
4.14A Pt of Brickyard Lot
Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn
40A Martin Lot & Camp
37600 59250 96850 1984.46
CU 991 991 20.31
28250 65400 93650 1918.89
23800 850 24650 505.08
CU 2963 2963 60.71
2500 2500 51.23
87300 10500 97800 2003.92
38200 79400 117600 2409.62
CU 3014 3014 61.76
38950 73150 112100 2296.93
9450 9450 193.63
32750 38400 71150 1457.86
CU 2247 2247 46.04
CU 2643 2643 54.16
CU 5864 5864 120.15
22800 5900 28700 588.06
35000 22800 57800 1184.32
52350 51100 103450 2119.69
29100 29100 596.26
94440 205100 299540 6137.57
38600 140100 178700 3661.56
33200 174800 208000 4261.92







Kroll, Charles & Madeline
5.2A Brickyard Brook-L9 29450
Krouse, Frank & Joan
7.3A Pt of Thompson - Howe 40800
Kucek, Walter & Dorothy
3A Pt of Raleigh Lot — R23 CU 316
La Pierre Estate
c/o Ruth Gamelin
27A Wilber Lot 10800
Labbe, Linda
1.75A Shinn Land 28200
Labelle, Grover & Marilyn
1 A Home Place 27500
Labranche, Robert & Evelyn
4.20A Pt of Packard Lot 28300
Laitinen, James & Elaine
62.4A 115300
Lane, Sally
133.4A A Cass Lot CU 7052
Lanick Estate, Jerry
c/o Orrene Waldron Executrix
1.6A 23000
1.3A Pt of Freeman Land 29000
Laplume, Russell & Judith
7.97A Greenwoods Rd. 40550
LaPoint, Susan
Roloff, Teresa A
2A Pt of Mullen Lot 34000
Laughner, Paul Jr. & Susan
7.6A Nash Place CU 590
32000
4.4A Atherton Lot CU 596
Lawrence, Eugene & Deborah
5.6A Coburn Lot 4 36850
Lawson, Clifford & Mary
23A Scott Lot 46000
Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
100A Severence Place 144500
Layman, Christine
Briggs, Kenneth
3.8A Jacobson Sub 37300
Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
10.4A Bullock Rd.-Lot4 51050
Leslie, Richard & Boyd








































52.8A St Clair Lot
10.2A Edith Amidon Place
3A Edith Amidon Place
1.1 A Edith Amidon Place
Lewis, Hester
Grant, Joyce
7.6A Morgan Reserve-L 14
Lewis, Richard
Tokunaga, Annette
3.3A Morgan Reserve-L 29
Liimatainen, Oiva & Eleanor
10. 3A Goodnow Lot-Tract 4
Longden, John
3A Sherrick Place
Lounder, Margaret & Dorothy
3A Lounder Place
Lucey Etal, James R.
46A Lang Lot—Tract I
Lucey, James & Roberta
27.5A Lang Lot-Tract G












Marrotte, Arthur & Jeanette
5.4A Mill Lot
Marsh, Russell
.5A Harry Hooper Land
Martin Jr., Edward
56.6A Otis Martin Lot
Martin Jr., Eunice & Edward





















30950 69850 100800 2065.39
49350 61950 111300 2075.64
33860 50250 84110 1723.41
34000 35450 69450 1218.13















41100 48900 90000 1844.10
62500 63000 125500 2571.50
45950 4350 50300 1030.65
37400 37400 766.33
34100 30000 64100 1108.51
23000 40650 63650 1304.19
cu 11096



















Martin, Nelson & Frances
2A E Starkey Place
Mattson, Gerald & Eleanor
1 3. 7A Pt of Mahoney Place
Mattson, Weldon & Karen
6.2A Martin Lot
May, Richard & Shirley
5.13A Prentice Lot





177A Frank Bowen Place
88A Boyce Lot
McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth
31.6A Granite HU1-L7
McCobb, Ralph & Doreen




10.06A Taylor Hill Rd.
McWha, William





1.1 A Walter Johnson PI.
Menter, John & Sheila
2.5A Boquist Lot
Merrifield, Francis & Velma
10A Home Place
Merrifield, Jerald & Susan
2.7A Boyeson Lot
17A Home Place So. Lot 1
Merwin, Augustus & Eleanor
39.79A Ray Whipple Place
Meuse, William & Michelle
2.5A Boquist Lot 2
Milas, Stanley & Mary
5.1 A Brickyard Brook-L3
23250 23250 476.39
46400 32400 78800 1614.61
47100 61650 108750 2228.29








124550 54750 179300 3673.86
cu 11926 11926 244.36
cu 658
32500 129350 162508 3329.79
26500 17300 43800 897.46
1249.89
46150 102250 148400 3040.72
21000 19100 40100 821.65
cu 2353
36500 43100 81953 1679.22
32500 21600 54100 1108.51
28000 46500 74500 1526.51
29750 19650 49400 1012.21
59250 44450 103700 1817.46
30950 46450 77400 1585.93
38000 38000 778.62
cu 3408











Modeen, Mark & Cynthia
5.6A
Monadnock Trust
Lisa H. Foote, Trustee
146.4A Cook Curtis Lot
100A Cook Lot





4.7A #1 Coll Subdivision
Morgan Reserve Assoc.
c/o Squicciarini




Moriarty, Cornelius & Elaine
2.5A Pt of Cronk Place
Morin, Ludger & Theresa
6A Otis Martin Lot-Tr 4
Morris, Barbara
3A Howard Place
Morris, Paul & Sandra








5.6A Colony Hill-Lot 14
Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
29A John Bolles Place
Mulkern, Sylvia





I A Campsite & Trailer
5.1 A Bullock Rd.-L8
30700 9700 40400 827.80
36850 75100 111950 2293.86
CU 9674 9674 198.22
CU 6608 6608 135.40
36000 59800 95800 1962.94
27700 27700 567.57
37800 98350 136150 2789.71
CU 37254
20800 2450 60504 1239.73
42600 125800 168400 3450.52
34250 66350 100600 2061.29
37800 65950 103750 2125.84
29000 32750 61750 1265.26
63750 72350 136100 2788.69
3850 3850 78.89
20000 18450 38450 787.84
43550 13700 57250 1173.05
36850 78650 115500 2366.60
78500 98650 177150 3629.80
31400 50750 82150 1683.25
50000 53350 103350 1912.74








Murcell, Gerald & Virginia




















Nettleton, Mark & Hilary
3.7A Pt of Bowen Lot
New England Woodenware Corp.
218.9A Rand Adams Lot
Nicholas, Glenn
4A Pt of Prescott Place
Nichols, George & Yvonne
24A Randall Lot
Noftle, John
Noftle, Ronald & Randall
39A Wilkins-Conway Lot
Noftle, John & Edith
2.1 A McPherson Lot







O'Brien, Robert & Laurie
3.06A
O'Gorman, John & Sandra
17. 5A Bullock- Williams #5
5.1 A Kelton Lot
O'Neill, Thomas & Marion
6.5A Lang Lot - Tract D





Olney, Daniel T. & Carolyn M.
15.6A Sidney Bowen PI
1A Wood House Lot
49600 15250 64850 1328.78
36500 132500 169000 3462.81
36800 44800 81600 1671.98
CU 16201 16201 331.96






37400 97550 134950 2765.13
35950 125650 161600 3311.18
47900 47900 981.47
40300 31900 72200 1479.38
30000 6350 36350 744.81
30750 86000 116750 2392.21
16000 16000 327.84
38400 82200 120600 2471.09





Land Bldgs. Value Tax







131 A Harkness Lot
62.3A Pt of Harkness PI
2.2A Harkness Campsite
72A Ballou Lot
100A H Ballou Lot
152A J Ballou Lot
80A L Ballou Lot









































P & R Associates
6.57A
Packard, Robert
3A Home Place - North












2.1 A Pt of Packard Lot
Patnode, William & Donna
103A Carroll Lot




Pearsall, Michael & Susan
21.6A Pt of Gorham Place
27250 27250 558.35




CU 1322 1322 27.09
26450 26450 541.96
27650 40200 67850 1390.25
cu 6694
37350 48450 92494 1895.20
27500 39250 66750 1367.71
36500 36500 747.89
46250 52300 98550 2019.29
90.
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Pearsall, William
5.3A Home Place 43950 65050 109000 2233.41
Pearsall, William
Reipold, Lois
36A Piper Lot CU 1000 1000 20.49
1 1 A Locust Pasture cu 396 396 8.11
6.7A Pt of Herrick Lot CU 113 113 2.32
72.5A Bennett Farm cu 4411 4411 90.38
Peck, John
4.1 A Allen Lot 25700 25700 526.59
Peirce Trustee, Chester D.
50A Handy-Ballou Lot cu 2643 2643 54.16
15A Ballou Lot cu 793 793 16.25
84A Green-Buffum Lot cu 4441 4441 91.00
50A White Lot cu 2643 2643 54.16
200A Bassett Hill Lot cu 10573 10573 216.64
246A Seaver, Bolles, Frazer cu 17646 17646 361.57
308A Bowen Lot cu 16282 16282 333.62
53A Harkness Lot cu 2802 2802 57.41
54.6A Randall Lot-R22 cu 2886 2886 59.13
265.4A Frazier Lot cu 14030 14030 287.47
70A Merrifield Lot cu 3700 3700 75.81
Perry, David & Ernest
150A Byron Perry Lot cu 16262 16262 333.21
Perry, Kenneth
138A Goddard-Amidon Lot 55200 55200 1131.05
7.5A Pine Hill Lot 3000 3000 61.47
Perry, Roger & Sandra
20A Carter Place 76250 58350 134600 2757.95
Peyton, Robert & Jeanette
2.1 A Morgan Reserve-L7 23000 23000 471.27
Picotte, Roger
41.3A Phillips Lot cu 5219
Pierson, Ray & Martha





Plitt, Allen & Victor
3.2A Morgan Reserve-L25

































1 1 A Pt of Twitchell Lot
Prescott. Dr Charles














9.5A Fisher Lot-Tract 1
Putnam. Lloyd & Irene
.5A Cottage & Lot 22














29400 83650 113050 2316.39
41600 62000 103600 2122.76
10500 6950 17450 357.55





4.4A Coll Subdivision 25100
2 1.9A 51250
Quint. John
15A Burgess Lot -1 CU 998
25000
15A Burgess Lot #2 CL 1824
2.3A Lawrence Flat Lot CU 152
.6A Freeman Lot CL 81
102A Prescott Place CL 6608
32500
24A Buffum Lot CU 5275
1A Dan Buffum Lot CL 476
44A Garnsey Lot CU 3533
52A Merrill Lot CU 3784
88A Martin Lot CU 6440
250A Pelegtaft Lot CU 18256
65A Putney Lot CU 4712
68.8A Norwood Lot CU 5019































190.5A Foster Lot CU 12588
Ramsden, David & Phyllis
18.8A 57200
19.5A 49700
Randall, Henry & Lillian
2A Stinson Home Place E cu 1176
36400
Randall, John
2.28A Daniels Place 31150
Randall, Rodney & Dale
23.5A Swan Place-West CU 478
12588 257.93
26.2A Swan Place-East
Ranolde, Raymond & Adrienne





Reynolds, Harry & Kathryn
3.5A Morgan Reserve-L16A
Rice, Frank & Winifred
5.3A Home Place





3.1 1 A Pt of Beers Sub
Richardson, Robert
25.6A Leonard Lot-Tract 2
Richmond Community Church
1.4A Blais Family Lot
.35A Church Property
Rinaldi, Dierdre Ann
3.06A Pt of Beers Sub
Robbins, Dorothy
1A Home
Robbins, Leland & Louise
6.2A Fisher Place
Robinson, Allen & Marcia
.24A
4.25A Pt of Sidney Bowen P
Rodd, Thomas & Eunice





26175 59700 86353 1769.37
CU 563 563 11.54
44300 188100 232400 4761.88
36650 38900 75550 1548.02
55000 55000 1126.95
24550 24550 503.03
40200 53650 93850 1922.99
31450 70950 102400 2098.18
33940 43750 77690 1591.87
24550 24550 503.03
CU 1353 1353 27.72
6300 6300 0.00
24500 149350 173850 0.00
30600 47450 78050 1599.24
32000 29750 61750 855.46
42050 23450 65500 1342.10
350 350 7.17
33450 32900 66350 1359.51
45650 41950 87600 1794.92
93.
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Rogers, Stillman & Barbara
6A Pt of Lewis Cass PI 37700 67250 104950 2150.43
Rogers, Warren & June
2A Pt of Jones Land 21500 21500 440.54
Rollefson, Thomas
11. 5A St Clair Sub 43750 8250 52000 1065.48
Romano, Gerald & Catherine
4.7A Old Naramore Place 28700 28700 588.06
Rotann Inc.
c/o Charles Gilman
1 1 A Gragin Curtis-Tr #1 42000 3400 45400 930.25
Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo
18A Lanes Factory Land 58000 58000 1188.42
Ryan, Gloria
10.6A Greenwoods Rd 37650 37650 771.45
85A Bliss Lot CU 8949 8949 183.37
S & M Forest Trust
c/o Robert Stockwell
320.3A Parker Hill Lot cu 16932 16932 346.94
12.3A Field Lot CU 650 650 13.32
48.9A Boyce Lot cu 2585 2585 52.97
86.7A Barrus Lot cu 4583 4583 93.91
Sallett, Stanley
c/o Ernst & Young
1.6A Morgan Reserve-L6 23000 23000 471.27
Sandri Trust, Acilio R.
c/o A R Sandri, Inc
144A Snow Lot cu 7612 7612 155.97
63.5A Jackson Lot cu 3357 3357 68.78
25.7A Taylor Lot cu 1359 1359 27.85
38A Swan-Naramore Lot cu 2009 2009 41.16
104.8A Hale Farm cu 5540 5540 113.51
12A Corliss Lot cu 634 634 12.99
40A Bullock Lot cu 2115 2115 43.34
Schellenberg, Susan
40A Whitcomb Lot cu 2643 2643 54.16
Schmidt, Alan & Linda
3.10A Otis Martin-Lot 2 33850 56600 90450 1853.32
Schmitt, Richard & Ann Marie
10.5A Brickyard Brook-L4 47250 47250 968.15
Schofield, Mary
36.3A Atherton Lot-Tract 1 cu 1341
48900 93350 143591 2942.18
Seekircher, Walter & Louise
2.8A Morgan Reserve-L5








NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Sexton, Raymond
132.5AO. T. Cass Lot 142750 142750 2924.95
Shaw III, Herbert & Lolita
8A Cristopherson PI 52000 159900 211900 4341.83
Shaw, Henrietta
9A Shipman Lot-Tract 1 3600 3600 73.76
100A Shipman Lot CU 6608 6608 135.40
26A J Perry Lot CU 1718 1718 35.20
Sheldon, Evelyn
4.8A Pt of Cronk Farm 36700 33800 70500 1239.65
Sheppard, Stephen
8.9A Schoolhouse Lot CU 120 120 2.46
37.5A Hooper Place CU 785
22000 19600 42385 868.47
Shimkunas, Steven & Sylvia
14A Buffum Lot 47000 79900 126900 2600.18
Shinn, Albert
5.1 A Sampson Lot 35200 41450 76650 1570.56
Shore, Frank & Sylvia
4.41 A Pt of Burgess PI 25650 25650 525.57
3.37A Whipple Hill Rd 26350 26350 539.91
Short, Patrick & Dawn
6.61A 34700 13650 48350 990.69
Silverman, Terry
3.6A Morgan Reserve-L12 23900 23900 489.71
Simmington, Robert & Larry
3.5A Pt of Royalston Lot 23750 23750 486.64
Smalley, Ronald
85A Beals Place 74550 30100 104650 2144.28
Smart, Howard & Dorothy
1A Home Place 26000 28500 54500 1116.71
Smith, Alan & Cecilia
4A Reservoir Lot 37350 49300 86650 1775.46
Smith, Lloyd & Mary
3.09A Pt of Freeman PI 31650 159900 191550 3924.86
Smythe, Sherry
84.4A Woods Lot CU 5577 5577 114.27
Snow, Wayne & Sherry
6.86A Greenwoods Rd. 39800 22300 62100 1272.43
Spinazzola, Egidio A. & Nichola F.
40A Bolles Lot 32000 32000 655.68
Spinazzola, Egidio A.
44A Chapman Lot 45700 45700 936.39
Spooner, Jean
33A Naramore Lot 54200 54200 1110.56
Squicciarini, Nicholas & Dorothy




NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
St. Benedict Center, Inc.
12.67A Church Property 44000 346900 390900 0.00
St Clair, Amy M.
3.5A St. Clair Sub 23750 23750 486.64
Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane
4.74A Whipple Hill Rd. 27700 27700 567.57
Starkey, Eugene
86A Stone Lot 36800 36800 754.03
State of New Hampshire
1A 20000 20000 0.00
125A Fish Hatchery 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
55A Cass Pond—No Land 192500 192500 0.00
Stauble, Eric,
Richard, Andre
50A Howard Lot 20000 20000 409.80
Stinson, Arthur & Ruby
5.3A 27150 27150 556.30
3.1A 23850 23850 488.69
85.7A Aldrich Lot CU 5663 5663 116.03
4.10A Home Place-West CU 139
Stone, Helen
14.5A Home Place





19.2A Pt. Esther Cass PI
55.5A Lyons Lot-Tract 1
94.3A Lyons Lot-Tract 2
90A Willis Lot
Swanson, Carl & Francine
23.5A Sprague Lot
Swanson, Edwin & Linda
3A Fisher Lot
Swanson, Marcia
1 12. 5A Sprague Place
7.3A Sprague Meadow
Sweeney, Bruce & Bonnie
5.5A Cyr Subdiv-Tract 3
Sweeney, Norman & Patricia
2A Pt of Williams Place
































































NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Talbot, Howard & Elizabeth
.3A Cottage-L6, Cass Pd 15500 14400 29900 612.65
Tandy, Norman & Jean
27.8A Kelton Lot CU 1137
44500 85037
Tanner, Darold
15. 3A Bullock-Williams #6
Taylor, Dana & Mary
9.7A Twitchell Land
Taylor, Jeffrey
25.4A Bowen & Scott Lots
Taylor, Jeffrey & Christine
38.2A
Taylor, Peter & Shirley
7.6A Bolles Lot
Terabithia Land Co.
3.13A Whipple Hill Rd
Theriault, Betty Ann
12.8A Donqui Farm
14A Pt of Lee Woods Lot
Theriault, Raymond & Betty Ann
5A Handy Lot
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
43A Allen Lot
1.2A Morgan Reserve-L20
Thibodeau, Joseph, & Norma





Threser, Elmer & Hazel
7.6A Southwick Place
Tierney, John & Kathleen
1.5A Morgan Reserve- Lot 19
Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn
5A Meadow Land
Torrey, Shaun & Lisa
9A Adams Lot-North
Tourigny, Ross & Kathryn
16.06A
Towle, Kevin A.




44750 64200 108950 2232.39
CU 2287
28100 59900 90287 1849.98
55500 55500 1137.20
39500 54800 94300 1932.21
23200 23200 475.37
CU 714
33500 123400 157614 3229.51
CU 925 925 18.95
CU 678 678 13.89
CU 1322
52364 58450 112136 2297.67
28500 29450 57950 1187.40
522.50
60250 48550 108800 2229.31
37400 62900 100300 2055.15
28700 69250 97950 2007.00
1000 1000 20.49
53500 97150 150650 3086.82





NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Town of Richmond
1A Campsite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5.8A Abuts Ralph Whitney Park 2300 2300 0.00
.84A Ralph Whitney Park 1250 1250 0.00
.09A Library 21000 45350 66350 0.00
1.4A Firehouse 33000 59750 92750 0.00
.63A Civil Defense 18500 18150 36650 0.00
1.5A Amidon Park 2250 2250 0.00
1 A Telephone Shed 20000 250 20250 0.00
.18A Vets Hall 23000 132600 155600 0.00
.06A Vets Hall Land 1200 1200 0.00
40A Off Attleboro Mt. Rd 32000 32000 0.00
5.3A Aldrich Cemetery 26500 26500 0.00
50A Town Forest 59200 59200 0.00
1 A Town Hall 42000 77900 119900 0.00
2A Middletown Cemetery 10000 1150 11150 0.00
.75A Benson Cemetery 3750 3750 0.00
1 A Town Forest 20000 20000 0.00
.2A Town Beach Lots 12-13 30000 30000 0.00
.07A Town Beach Lot 14 13500 13500 0.00
.08A Town Beach Lot 15 15000 15000 0.00
.04A Town Beach Lot 16 15000 15000 0.00
.5A Bowker Road 750 750 0.00
60A Town Forest 24000 24000 0.00
59A Town Forest 47200 47200 0.00
31 A Town Forest 56550 56550 0.00
5A 2000 2000 0.00
10A Town Forest 4000 4000 0.00
1 A Barrus Cemetery 5000 5000 0.00
2.4A Cemetery 12000 12000 0.00
.76A 19000 1000 20000 0.00
.44A Walter Hillock PI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Town of Winchester
2A Rabbit Hollow Road 6500 6500 0.00
Tree Growers Inc.
12. 3A Colony Lot-Common Ld CU 813 813 16.66
118A Colony Lot-North CU 6238 6238 127.82
154A Barrus-Evans Lot CU 8141 8141 166.81
120A Sprague-Stevens Lot CU 6344 6344 129.99
82A Woodbury Lot CU 5419 5419 111.04
80A Buffum Lot CU 5286 5286 108.31
190. 2A Kempton Lot CU 10055 10055 206.03
47.8A C Bullock Lot CU 2527 2527 51.78
50A Barrus Lot CU 2643 2643 54.16
16A Sprague-Russell 6400 6400 131.14
54.6A O. T. Cass Lot CU 2886 2886 59.13




Land Bldgs. Value Tax
33A Harris Lot
68.5A Pine Hill Lot
6A Parker Hill Lot
60A J. Barrus Lot
6A Amidon Mowing
426A Colony Lot-South
1 1.4A Pt of Freeman Lot
161.1 A Barrus Lot
True Revocable Trust, Victoria
25.1 A Atherton Lot - Tract 2
Twerdy, Alexander & Dolores
24.5A Pt of Thompson-Howe
Underwood, Kim
.5A L Lounder Place
United States Government
OA Trans. Station
Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison
5.5A Granite Hill - L 3
Van Brocklin, Robert & Sylvia
47.1 A Home Place
Van Orden, Harry & Beatrice
4.88A Reidy Place
Van Sipe, Richard & Janet
3.1 A Morgan Reserve - L 24
VanValzah, Robert & Doris
26A Mullen Lot
2A Harvey Lashure Land
3.58A Home Place
14.7A Hooper Land
18.2A Otis Martin Lot - Tr 5





Wagstaff, David & Pauline
6.24A Rt 32/ Greenwoods Rd
Wagstaff, James
118.60A Wagstaff Sub
cu 1745 1745 35.76
cu 3621 3621 74.19
cu 317 317 6.50
cu 3172 3172 64.99
4800 4800 98.35
cu 22520 22520 461.43
cu 632
34500 35132 719.85
cu 21832 21832 447.34
37000 4750 41750 855.46
53150 11100 64250 1316.48
CU
cu















































6.1 A Brickyard Brook - L 1
Walton, William & Althea
3A Morgan Reserve - L 17
Ware, Linda
5.1 A Coburn Lot # 5
Warme, Rune & Marguerite
3A Lang Lot - Tract F-l
Warme, Rune C. & Kathy
3A Lang Lot - Tract F-2
Watt, William & Allison
28.66A Pt of Beers Sub
5.24A Home Place
Webber, C Richard & F. Patricia
1A Vienna Scott Place
Weber, Fredrich
1A House Lot
Weekes, Robert & Carol
6.8A Eliza Ballou Homestead





Richard T. & Jeannine
9.89A Greenwoods Rd.





White, Russell & Judith
5.24A Toen Line Lot
15.9A Swan-Whipple Tract 7
Whitehill Development Corporation
2A Howard Lot
Whitham, Walden & Kathleen
18. 8A Pt of Walker Place
Whitney, Richard
1A Hart Lot
Whitney, Robert & Dawn
1 A Home Place
Whitten, Randy W
16A Scott Lot
39000 55450 94450 1935.28
20050 14950 35000 717.15
34350 39300 73650 1509.09
32200 60200 92400 1483.48
30500 51650 82150 1683.25
cu 3884 3884 79.58
35950 124400 160350 3285.57
28500 99900 128400 2630.92
5000 5000 102.45
41100 75700 116800 2393.23
51350 166300 217650 4459.65
cu 4570 4570 93.64
cu 609









25800 10500 36300 743.79
CU 1051 1051 21.53
19700 111650 131350 2691.36
51400 63300 114700 2350.20
36000 45300 81300 1665.84
33500 52150 85650 1754.97
cu 1579
11700 6050 19329 39o.05
100.
VALUE TOTAL TOTAL
NAME Land Bldgs. Value Tax
Whittum, Lewis & Kathleen
3.6A Aldrich Lot - Tract 3 34900 112550 147450 3021.25
Wilder, Mark
3.6A Bullock Rd-L5 36300 65500 101800 2085.88
Wildermuth, Dwight
5A Conway Place - Tract B 35250 37450 72700 1489.62
Wilkos, Joseph,
Frederick & Julia
5.2A 39500 143300 182800 3745.57
Willett, Gregory
5.2A Cragin Curtis Tr. 4 35350 55100 90450 1853.32
Williams, Theodore & Barbara
3.01 A Pt of Beers Sub 23000 23000 471.27
Wilson, Penelope
4.2A Cronk Farm - L 5 32300 136550 168850 3459.74
3.79A Cronk Farm - L 6 24200 24200 495.86
Woodson, Donald & Jan
10.29A Greenwoods Rd. 37900 37900 776.57
Woodward, Norman & Barbara
11. 7A Fisher Lot - Tract 3 45550 103650 149200 3057.11
Wyman, George & Margaret
5.1 A Ruby Austin Subdiv. 38900 54350 93250 1910.69
46A Dickinson Lot CU 3040 3040 62.29
Yale Univ. c/o David Smith
Yale Schooi of Forestry
55A Taylor Lot CU 3574 3574 73.23
48A Taft Lot CU 2537 2537 51.98
47A Pt of Land Lot CU 2485 2485 50.92
44A Stoddard Lot CU 2326 2326 47.66
Yantiss, Robert & Priscilla
20A Sweeney Place 59250 55500 114750 2351.23
YMCA, Athol
26.5A Camp Wiyaka 607500 115600 723100 0.00
YMCA, Cheshire County
30A Calvin Martin Lot 24000 24000 0.00
0A Camp Takodah — Wheeler Ld 586900 479750 1066650 0.00
20.6A Amidon-Naramore Lots 22650 22650 0.00
17.7 Cass Pond Lots 233150 233150 0.00
1 1 .8A Mann Lot — Tract 4 11450 11450 0.00
13A Herrick Lot 12450 12450 0.00
3A Nelson-Gray Lot 4500 4500 0.00
45.4A Mann Lot — Tract 1 60000 60000 0.00
10. 9A Mann Lot — Tract 3 8700 8700 0.00
22.1 A Mann Lot —Tract 2 17700 17700 0.00
17.1 A Mann Lot 32500 32500 0.00





Land Bldgs. Value Tax
9.2A Rogers Land
75.5A Allen Lot
17. 7A Pickering Lot




.19A #17 & 18
.12A #19
.3A#20&21
56.7A Coburn Lot — #7
40A Mann Lot
Yost, Mary
14A Boyce-Swan Lot 2
Youst, Jeremy
Herman, Thomas

































29000 46750 75750 1552.12
45800 137650 183450 3758.89
27050 58950 86000 1762.14
102.
ROAD AGENT'S REPORT
Contracts for winter maintenance for second part of 1992 and first part
of 1993 winter season were awarded to:
Terry Quakers for roads west of Route 32. Total amount of bid
$20,000.00.
Contract for all roads east of Route 32 was awarded to Dan Firman.
Total amount of bid $15,000.00.
Grading of roads started April 29 as roads dried out early this year. Most
roads were graded twice, some more. Crushed gravel from the town's
stockpile at Martin's Pit was loaded, spread and graded on the following
roads: Monument, Barrus, Whipple, Lang, Turnpike, and Quaker Lane.
This year's work shimming and asphalt seal was done on Fish Hatchery
Road from Route 1 19 to Mill Road. Mill Road Bridge had paint scraped,
and was painted. Rust preventative also applied.
Keene Tree was hired to cut dead trees along road sides of Whipple,
Lang and Bullock Roads. Backhoe work consisted of cleaning entrance
and outlets to culverts, taking out stumps and and large boulders, and also
widening corners. New running planks were replaced on Martin Road
Bridge.
General Maintenance consisted of cutting brush, cleaning culverts and
ditches, replacing roadsigns and cleaning up after storms downed trees and
limbs.
Respectfully submitted,
Leonard Davis,
Road Agent
103.



